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In Memoriam
Olga E. Kagan (1946-2018)
THOMAS J. GARZA
Our colleague, collaborator and friend, Olga Kagan, died in her Los
Angeles home of leukemia on April 6, and it is with profound sadness and
deep respect that we note her passing. Since 1981 Olga was a member of
the UCLA faculty in Slavic, East European and Eurasian Languages and
their International Institute, where she taught Russian, served as
Undergraduate Advisor, and Coordinator of Language Programs. She
served as Director of both the International Institute’s Center for World
Languages, and the National Heritage Language Resource Center. The
study and learning of heritage languages was one of Olga’s passions and
primary research interests. She twice published on the subject in Russian
Language Journal (vols. 60 and 62), and produced four textbooks for
heritage speakers of Russian, including the popular Russian for Russians
(2003). She also authored or co-authored seven Russian language
textbooks and co-edited The Teaching and Learning of Slavic Languages and
Cultures (2000), which was awarded AATSEEL’s 2001 Best Contribution
to Pedagogy. Olga was also, from 1991 to 2010, an active and vibrant
member of the Board of Directors of the American Council of Teachers of
Russian. Her colleagues at ACTR, in the Russian and heritage language
teaching profession, and in the larger fields of language pedagogy and
second language acquisition mourn the loss of Olga. We will remember
her as a consummate professional, a tireless educator and administrator,
and prolific author. But we will most of all remember her bright, sparkling
wit and the sense of humor that illuminated our profession.
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Introduction
The publication of Volume 67 of Russian Language Journal is marked by
great sadness at the passing of our friend and colleague, Olga Kagan.
Professor Thomas Garza, president of the American Council of Teachers
of Russian has written about Professor Kagan’s many accomplishments
as well as her service to the profession. RLJ will publish an issue in her
honor; look for a call for papers in the coming months.
In addition to remembering the service of Olga Kagan, the new
editorial team of Russian Language Journal, wishes to thank our outgoing
editors, Dr. William Rivers, editor in chief of RLJ from 2008 through 2016,
and Dr. Michael Gorham, associate editor for book reviews since 2014.
Under their leadership, RLJ has grown in reputation and visibility. The
new editorial team, including Dr. Cori Anderson of Rutgers University as
associate editor for book reviews, assures our readers that we will
continue to uphold the standards set by our predecessors.
With apologies for the delay, we introduce to you Volume 67 of
Russian Language Journal. Our delay in publication for Volume 67 derives
from the very high standards for RLJ, upheld by our Editorial team,
reviewers, and the American Council of Teachers of Russian. Our
acceptance rate remains below 30%. In an effort to maintain our standards
and in a year without a special issue, we took somewhat longer to
assemble the articles in this issue.
This volume of RLJ includes three articles received through our
regular, double-blind peer review process, and two book reviews. In our
first section, Pedagogy and Practice, Andrea Liebschner describes an
approach to teaching Russian media at the advanced level, grounded in
theories of multiliteracies. Olesya Kisselev and Anna Alsufieva utilize a
large corpus of student writing for an in-depth analysis of syntactic
development in Russian language learners. The Linguistics section
features one article focused on the social and cultural aspects of Russian
advertisements, examining the qualities that make them uniquely
Russian.
Finally, on behalf of the editorial team, let me express our thanks
to all who submitted and reviewed this year for the Russian Language
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Journal , as these contributions and our reviewers’ careful reading make
the publication possible. It is my personal view that the Russian Language
Journal fulfills an important mission in our field, serving a diverse
audience and providing a place for serious scholarship on Russian
language. In closing, I commend to you the work of our colleagues as
collected here in Volume 67 of the Russian Language Journal.
Jennifer Bown, PhD.
Editor, Russian Language Journal
Associate Professor
Department of German and Russian
Brigham Young University
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Teaching a Russian Media Course Based on the Theory of
Multiliteracies Pedagogy
ANDREA LIEBSCHNER
1. Introduction
This paper is intended to provide a pedagogical framework for specific
choices that instructors can make about tasks and their relationship to
course goals for teaching a Russian media course to non-native speakers
of Russian. The course materials involve work with literary texts,
television, and the Internet. This paper first considers the New London
Group’s (1996) theory of multiliteracies to build a fitting pedagogical
framework for working with different types of media and communication
channels in a Russian media course outside of Russia. The paper then
provides an overview of existing courses about Russian media. Finally, it
analyzes in detail the course content and presents the assessment of an
existing Russian media course taught at a British university that applies
the theory of multiliteracies.
2. A Pedagogical Framework for a Russian Media Course, Based on the
Pedagogy of Multiliteracies
This section of the paper uses the theory of multiliteracies to build a fitting
pedagogical framework and syllabus for a Russian media course outside
of Russia. According to Herring (2011), there are “changing trends in, and
new uses of, web technology and web design, especially involving
participatory information sharing.” People communicate differently due
to new technologies and cultural diversity in the world. In 1996, research
by the New London Group, which consisted of ten academics in New
London, New Hampshire, in the United States, introduced the term
MULTILITERACIES. The New London Group developed a new literacy
pedagogy, a PEDAGOGY OF MULTILITERACIES, which focuses not only on
reading, analyzing, and understanding standard printed texts, but also on
decoding and applying new technologies. This new literacy pedagogy
reacts to the new learning needs of students and teaches them to use and
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understand new media technologies for communicating in the culturally
diverse world. The aim of the New London Group was to “help students
to participate fully in our dynamic, technological and culturally diverse
societies” (Mills 2009, 103). According to the New London Group, media
include LINGUISTIC, AUDITORY, VISUAL, and GESTURAL MODES OF MEANING
(Mills 2009); LINGUISTIC MODES include language; AUDITORY MODES may
consist of music, voice-overs, and sound-effects; VISUAL MODES include,
for example, screen formats, perspectives, images, layouts, and colors;
and GESTURAL MODES can be represented by body language, gestures,
feelings, and behavior (New London Group 2000). According to the New
London Group (2000), these four modes are closely connected, but they
differ in the following pedagogical moves, which are relevant for teaching
situations: SITUATED PRACTICE, OVERT INSTRUCTION, CRITICAL FRAMING
and TRANSFORMED PRACTICES. SITUATED PRACTICE is a method for learners
to experience authentic situations in the classroom, in which they are
challenged to practically apply their knowledge. According to DoucetteVanthuyne (2016, 32), “overt instruction is scaffolded learning by the
teacher to foster critical understanding through directions and providing
sources of information to the learners.” For CRITICAL FRAMING, students
are confronted with unknown information and need to relate it to their
previous life experiences. According to Kalantzis and Cope (2000),
CRITICAL FRAMING offers options to analyze various texts in their social
and cultural context. With TRANSFORMED PRACTICE, students are involved
in classroom activities, where they put their actions in relation to their
own aims. During a Russian media course, the course materials (e.g.,
literary texts, television and the Internet) can be analyzed according to the
LINGUISTIC, AUDITORY, VISUAL, AND GESTURAL MODES proposed by the
New London Group (2000). Students need to learn about these modes in
the media to decode and critically analyze their content in the classroom.
Then they can also apply them in everyday use. In class, these modes can
be trained with tasks for VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT, READING AND
ANALYZING, and LISTENING AND WATCHING ACTIVITIES in relation to the
cultural and social context in Russia. If students are not native speakers,
they need sufficient cultural, political, and social background information
about Russia. Then they can apply this knowledge to practical tasks in
class and everyday life. A later section of this paper presents the
pedagogical framework and tasks of an existing Russian media course at
6
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a British university. That section will provide insights on how the
PEDAGOGY OF MULTILITERACIES can be applied in the classroom.
3. Literature Overview about Research on Russian Media
This section presents an overview of recent publications on television and
the Internet in Russia, which can be relevant to a Russian media course.
These publications offer background information in relation to the social,
political, and economic events in Russia since 1990. Recent research has
focused on Russian television channels in relation to the existing political
structures and actors in Russia (Koltsova 2006; Dunn 2009; Beumers,
Hutchings, and Rulyova 2009; Hutchings and Rulyova 2009). Koltsova
(2006) introduced and examined the position of various “agents of power”
for Russian television, in particular the production of news programs.
Dunn (2009) discussed the changing influence of political control on
television channels in Russia since 1990. According to Dunn, Russia
differs from Western countries with “the failure of the competing media
organisations to develop spheres other than politics for the competition
to be enacted” (2009, 144). Hutchings and Rulyova (2009, 1) also focused
on “the role of television as entertainment, as well as its role in nationbuilding and the projection of a national identity.” Furthermore, they
discussed the impact of game shows and talk shows in Russia.
A number of recent articles have examined the content of dramas,
series, and comedies on Russian television (Condee 2009; Beumers 2009;
Zvereva 2007, 2012a; MacFadyen 2007). Condee (2009), for example,
focused on the series Гибель империи, about fictional characters during
World War One. She explored the parallels between the content of this
series and current events in Russian politics under Putin. Beumers (2009)
noted that the growing economic and political stability from the year 2000
onwards gave way to the development of sitcoms and social dramas,
which reflected life in Russia. At the same time serials about literature and
history became popular. MacFadyen (2007) focused on primetime drama
and comedy, concluding that there are approaches in which the Russian
government under Putin uses primetime television to convey a new
perception of Russian “national identity and recent history” (MacFadyen
2007, 2). Zvereva (2007, 79) found that police procedurals
convey “an
image of a ‘home-grown’ police force that is at the same time a menacing
deterrent to the criminal element.” A second task of such programs,
7
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according to Zvereva (2007, 79), is “to present a complex of cultural
concepts that have been assigned the status of ‘folksy’ and ‘homemade.’”
In a later study, Zvereva (2012a) analyzed series, talk and reality shows,
advertising, and sports programs on Russian television channels during
the 2000s. Her focus was socio-cultural phenomena and the
representation of everyday life in Russian TV. She discovered that in the
2000s the government showed its immediate interest in Russian television
and successfully managed to influence it by introducing entertainment
programs and keeping things conservative. According to her, the flow of
the television forms an atmosphere of the trivial for the viewer.
In addition to a focus on Russian television, many scholars have
explored the Russian segment of the Internet, the Runet. In this section, I
present only a few publications that relate to politics and society (Schmidt
and Teubener 2006a, 2006b; Goriunova 2006) as well as
language
(Zvereva 2012b; Кронгауз 2011, 2013, 2016; Liebschner 2016). One
promising area of research examines the Runet as a source of conflict. For
example, Schmidt and Teubener (2006a, 20) position the Internet as a
source of identity, concluding that the Internet in Russia can “be
interpreted as symbol for both hopes and fears related to the overall
atmosphere of change.” In a later publication, the authors (Schmidt and
Teubener 2006b) examine the Internet as an alternative place of conflict
between values of the past and present in Russia, where individuals try
to express themselves and their art. Goriunova (2006) considered
literature as a form of resistance on the Runet and also looked at the
phenomenon of collectively written literature.
Other studies have focused on the language and social norms of
the Russian Internet. Zvereva (2012b) examined the social and cultural
aspects of communication, including an analysis of the language in
Twitter and blogs. Liebschner (2016) provided a detailed analysis of
communication on the Russian social network Vkontakte, with a focus on
cohesion and coherence between messages of three selected groups of
interest. Кронгауз (2011) presented his view on the peculiarities of the
language found on the Russian Internet; two years later, he provided an
analysis focused on олбанский язык (Кронгауз 2013), a variant of
Russian
language typical for Internet communication. In 2016, he
published his “Словарь языка Интернета” (Кронгауз 2016). The
literature on Russian media discussed above was also part of the reading
8
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list of a Russian media course at a British University, which is described
in more detail in a later section of the paper.
4. Overview of Existing Russian Media Courses at English-speaking
Universities and Their Specific Content
This section provides an overview of existing Russian media courses at
universities. An Internet search in November 2017 identified thirteen
courses on Russian media. Two courses were taught in the UK (University
of Manchester 1 and University of Sheffield 2 ) and eleven in the USA
(University of Washington in Tacoma; 3 Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut;4 University of California;5 University of Colorado, Boulder;6
Harvard University; 7 Dartmouth College, Massachusetts; 8 Utah Valley
University; 9 University of Columbia; 10 Dickinson College in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania; 11 Bucknell College in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania; 12 and
University of Florida13). One course was for second-year Russian students,
Course description, Manchester University, accessed December 11, 2017,
http://courseunits.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/Undergraduate/RUSS30602/Display.
2 Course description, Sheffield University, accessed April 2, 2018,
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/russian/undergraduates/courses/modules.
3 Course description, University of Washington, Tacoma, accessed April 2, 2018,
https://www.washington.edu/students/crscatt/tcom.html.
4 Course description, Trinity College, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://www.trincoll.edu/Academics/MajorsAndMinors/Russian/Pages/Courses.aspx.
5 Course description, University of California, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://slavic.ucla.edu/russian/courses/.
6 Course description, University of Colorado, accessed April 2, 2018,
https://www.colorado.edu/gsll/russian-program.
7 Course description, Harvard University, accessed April 2, 2018,
https://courses.harvard.edu/index.html.
8 Course description, Dartmouth, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://russian.dartmouth.edu/undergraduate/courses.
9 Course description, Utha University, accessed April 2, 2018,
https://www.uvu.edu/catalog/current/courses/russian.
10 Course description, University of Columbia, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://sps.columbia.edu/postbaccalaureate-studies/courses/russian.
11 Course description, Dickinson College, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://www.dickinson.edu/homepage/187/russ.
12 Course description, Bucknell College, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://coursecatalog.bucknell.edu/courses/russ/.
13 Course description, University of Florida, accessed April 2, 2018,
http://sites.clas.ufl.edu/languages/files/RUW4341-03A3-gorham.pdf.
1
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six courses were for third-year students, four courses were for fourth-year
students, and two courses lacked information about the year of study.
Four courses focused on culture, media, and politics; three focused on film
and society; three focused on the language of Russian media; one focused
on the Russian press; and one examined Russian media mainly as a tool
for language learning. Two of the thirteen courses were taught in Russian,
and one course was taught in English. For the remaining ten courses, there
was no information regarding the course language. This overview reveals
that there are content-focused courses and language-focused courses.
Table 1 provides an overview of the Russian media courses.
Table 1. Numbers of Existing Courses on Russian Media
Country

Number of
Courses

Second-year

Third-Year

Fourth-Year

not stated

U.S.

11

0

5

4

2

U.K.

2

1

1

5. Application of the Pedagogy of Multiliteracies in a Russian Media
Course
This section examines the pedagogical framework, based on the
PEDAGOGY OF MULTILITERACIES, of another existing Russian media course
for fourth-year Russian students at the University of Edinburgh, UK. The
context, content, course objectives, learning outcomes, and assessment are
presented below.
5.1. Context of the Course
The Russian department at the University of Edinburgh offers the
following degree programs for Russian: Russian Studies (MA), Russian
Studies and Business (MA), and Russian Studies and another language
(MA)14. Russian can be studied at the honors level, as either a single or a

Overview, Degree programs, Russian studies, University of Edinburgh, accessed April
2, 2018, https://www.ed.ac.uk/studying/undergraduate/degrees/index.php?action=
subject&code=48.
14
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joint honors degree. The Russian studies programs last four years. In year
1, students start with Russian language courses, which are continued in
year 2 with the addition of a course on Russian literature. Year 3 is spent
in a Russian-speaking country, studying at a university or in a workexperience placement. In Year 4, students have more language classes,
including “Prose and Writing in Style” and “Translation and Text
Analysis.” The Russian media course is one of five elective courses
available in the fourth year; the other four are Russian literature, Russian
language and society, Russian politics, and Russian architecture. The
Russian media course lasts eleven weeks, with one 100-minute class per
week. The course is mainly taught in Russian. The language is switched
to English only when students show obvious difficulties in understanding
Russian or expressing themselves in Russian.
Students in this Russian media course concurrently took for
example courses in Classics, History, History of Art, Business, Politics,
and French. Their Russian language level was around B1, according to the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).
According to the CEFR descriptors, students at the B1 level are able to
satisfy their main communicative needs in everyday, cultural,
educational, and professional situations. They can produce simple,
connected texts on familiar topics.
Prior to enrolling in the Russian Media Course, students acquire
some knowledge about the life, culture, and mass media in Russia. The
Princess Dashkova Centre at the University of Edinburgh regularly
organizes events related to the Russian culture and language, such as
research seminars in Russian, which students are invited to attend.
5.2. Course Objectives and Course Content
The general aim of the Russian media course is to provide students with
knowledge about the roles and functions of print, audiovisual, and digital
media in Post-Soviet Russian society, including an understanding of
cultural forms in the Russian media system. Another aim is to enable
students to talk about media-related topics and express their opinions
orally and in a written essay. The course materials for this Russian media
course include printed literary texts, as well as television and Internet
sources relevant to cultural and social events in Russia. Students are
required to learn about the linguistic, auditory, visual, and gestural modes of
11
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these media, which they use to decode and critically analyze their content
in the classroom. In class, these modes can be studied through
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT, READING AND ANALYZING, and LISTENING
AND VIEWING ACTIVITIES specific to the cultural and social context of
modern Russia. Section 5.4 presents examples of such tasks. If students
are not native Russian speakers, they need to learn sufficient cultural,
political, and social background information about Russia, so they can
later apply this knowledge in practical tasks.
5.2.1 Expected Learning Outcomes
It is expected that by the end of this course, students will demonstrate the
ability to analyze Russian television news programs. They should be able
to analyze the structure of the news programs and compare it to television
news programs in other countries. It is expected that students will become
familiar with the history of television and Internet in Russia. They will be
able to differentiate between the genres of talk shows, game shows, and
series on Russian television and to analyze their specific structure. During
the course, students learn to analyze the structure, functions, and
characteristics of Сетература (engl. network literature) and the social
networks Vkontakte and Facebook. Through numerous exercises, students
learn to decode, analyze, and understand LINGUISTIC, VISUAL, AUDITORY,
and GESTURAL MODES OF MEANING (New London Group 1996, 2000) on
television and the Internet. They acquire the necessary vocabulary and
terminology to talk about Russian television and the Internet. Due to the
numerous discussions of the reading materials and other relevant topics
in class, students can express their own opinion regarding the course
topics.
5.2.2 Assessment
The formative and summative assignments for this course include written
assignments, a course essay, and a two-hour written exam at the end of
the term. Students’ oral ability is assessed in each class based on their oral
contributions during the exercises; their oral participation grade is based
on the correctness of syntax, grammar, and lexis and is 20% of the overall
grade. The written exam consists of six questions in two sections. Students
choose one question from each section, A and B, and answer these
questions in writing. They have two hours (120 minutes) to write the
12
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exam. Following are examples of questions that appeared on the exam in
the winter term 2016:
1. How do the format, content and production of Western and Russian
news programs relate to each other? (cite examples from the Russian
news programs we discussed in class).
2. How do contemporary Russian television series function as a method
to build a national identity?
3. Discuss the representation of social values and moral norms in Andrei
Malakhov’s program “Пусть говорят.”
4. Discuss the role of Russian game shows and their hosts as a cultural
mediator.
5. Please compare the function, features, and target group of the Russian
social network Vkontakte and Facebook.
6. Discuss the typical elements of СЕТЕРАТУРА in comparison to nondigital literature.
Each exam was assessed based on the student’s ability to discuss
the topics in English. Moreover, essays were expected to demonstrate that
the learners had acquired sufficient background information from the
reading materials and individual study. In addition, the language and
argumentation in the exam were evaluated on the extent to which each
was convincing and appropriate.
5.3 Four Modules of the Russian Media Course
The course consists of four modules, which are taught over eleven weeks.
Module 1, “MEDIA CULTURE AND SOCIETY IN POST-SOVIET RUSSIA,”
provides the context for understanding the relationships among the state,
society, and media culture in Russia, with a special focus on television in
the 1990s–2000s. Module 2, “RUSSIAN TELEVISION: INFORMATION POLITICS
AND NEWS COVERAGE,” deals with the structure of central and regional
television broadcasting since 1990, television journalism in the 2000s,
Russian news programs, infotainment, and the media coverage of events.
In Module 3, “THE CULTURE OF RUSSIAN TV-ENTERTAINMENT,” students
analyze the cultural specifics of Russian television series, talk shows, and
game shows. This module focuses on the representation of society in
popular procedurals about the police, military forces, and ordinary
13
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people.

Module 4, “RUSSIAN INTERNET CULTURE AND ONLINE
COMMUNITIES IN 2000–2017,” affords students the opportunity to analyze
the Russian-speaking Internet segment, the Runet. Students focus on
communication styles, the laws concerning the Russian Internet (Runet),
the phenomenon of СЕТЕРАТУРА (ENGL. NETWORK LITERATURE) and a
comparison of the social networks Vkontakte and Facebook. The next section
presents these modules with their specific classroom tasks in more detail.
Before the start of the first module it is necessary to provide a definition
of MEDIA and discuss it with students. Following is a possible definition
of MEDIA that can be given to students: “In general, ‘media’ refers to
various means of communication. For example, television, radio, and the
newspaper are different types of media. The term can also be used as a
collective noun for the press or news reporting agencies. In the computer
world, ‘media’ is also used as a collective noun, but refers to different
types of data storage.” 15 Students can be asked to arrange media
according to their different characteristics, first by working with a partner
and then with the teacher checking the completed work. Next, the
students can discuss which Russian media are already known and used
by them.
Module 1 “MEDIA CULTURE AND SOCIETY IN POST-SOVIET RUSSIA”
a) Reading and analyzing
The coursework for the Russian media course includes reading topicrelated papers in English or Russian before each class for background
information. The papers are accessible on a university-owned online
platform and can be downloaded by students. For this module, students
were asked to read papers in English by Dunn (2009, 42–55) and Koltsova
(2006, 45–72) dealing with Russian television channels in relation to the
existing political structures and actors in Russia. In class, these papers
were discussed with English questions in a PowerPoint presentation
provided by the teacher. Here are some sample questions relevant to the
paper by Dunn (2009, 42–55):
1. What kind of TV-programs are available on Russian television
according to the paper?

15

“Definition of ‘Media,’” accessed April 2, 2018, http://techterms.com/definition/media.
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2. How has the television structure changed after the election of Vladimir
Putin?
3. What has gone wrong and why did the system break down, according
to the author?
4. How do you understand the term “управляемая демократия” in the
text?
5. Which theme of Russian life is mentioned in the paper and what does
it mean for the situation of television in Russia?
b) Providing background information
As students of Russian in the UK might have little prior knowledge about
the main cultural and political events in Russia during the 1990s–2000s,
the discussions about the reading list for this class are supported by a
chronological overview of these events in a PowerPoint presentation. A
second presentation provides a brief history about Russian television with
a focus on the 1990s–2000s. The ownership of each television channel and
its programs is explained. Students prepare their own presentations about
radio stations and print media in Russia. All of these presentations
provide students with relevant background information that helps them
understand events from the papers and how they relate to Russian media
culture.
c) Vocabulary development
Russian vocabulary related to television, including such terms as
передача (engl. programme), ведущий (engl. host), гость (engl. guest) ,
актер/актриса (engl. actor/actress), is reviewed with students before the
discussion of television programs, if necessary.
Module 2 “RUSSIAN TELEVISION: INFORMATION POLITICS AND NEWS
COVERAGE”
Module 2.1 News programs
a) Providing background information
The reading list for this module includes articles by Hutchings and
Rulyova (2009, 29–56) and Koltsova (2006, 98–117) about news production
for television in Russia. Students probably have little prior knowledge
about the structure of Russian central and regional television
broadcasting. Therefore, these readings provide useful background
15
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information.
b) Vocabulary development
Vocabulary related to the political and social events in the 2000s needs to
be explained in both Russian and English, as it is likely to be unfamiliar
to students. For example, the culturally complex and multi-layered items
“крышевание” (engl. racketeering) and “рекет” (engl, racket) occur first
in the readings at home. Students learn about the context of the usage of
those words in the 1990s and 2000s.
c) Listening and viewing activities
Next students are introduced to Russian news programs. This
introduction includes an initial discussion of the typical elements of news
programs on television: the teaser, the feature of a cultural symbol for the
country in the introduction, the presentation and behavior of the news
presenters (language, gestures, clothing), the presentation of the main
news items, the order of international news and country-related news, the
length of the news items, the manner of their presentation, etc. This task
affords opportunities for analyzing the LINGUISTIC, VISUAL, AUDITORY,
and GESTURAL MODES OF MEANING. Students analyze the format, content,
and production of news by NTV, ORT and RBK. The video files can be
accessed online or downloaded in advance. In class students use the list
of criteria mentioned above and take notes while watching the news in
Russian. The television news are shown as individual news items, with a
short pause for discussion after each segment. The teacher asks questions
similar to those below to guide learners through the viewing process:
1. What is the main topic of the news item?
2. How is it presented visually?
3. How would you describe the tone of voice, behavior, and gestures of
the presenter?
News programs might initially be difficult to understand. They
require knowledge about current affairs in Russia, and presenters speak
faster than students anticipate and use different terminology from what
students may be familiar with. When necessary, additional explanations
of vocabulary are provided by the teacher as a handout or on the board
16
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before or after watching. The first exercise for students involves
summarizing news reports orally in Russian. A second exercise involves
comparing features of Russian news to those in the UK, which may be
done in class with a partner or later as homework. A third exercise
involves analyzing two presentations about the recent elections in
Moscow by two different news programs, Ren-TV and TVC. For example,
students are asked how the two programs represent their political figures,
Сергей Собянин and Алексей Навальный.
a) “Возвращение несогласных” (Ren-TV, Мариана Максимовская)16
b) Post-Scriptum, min. 01.00–08.46. (TVC, Александр Пушков)17
This second viewing activity provides useful practice of the LINGUISTIC,
VISUAL, and AUDITORY MODES OF MEANING (New London Group 1996,
2000). For the linguistic mode, students can analyze and characterize the
content of speech, choice of lexical items, and tone of voice of both
political figures. Visual modes can include the camera perspective and
types of scenes in which both politicians appear, such as close-ups of their
faces or video excerpts from official statements. Auditory modes may
include the use of music or other audio-effects during the programs.
Module 2.2 Infotainment
The second half of the module deals with infotainment, which is first
defined by the instructor. The reading materials for this class introduce
students to the technical possibilities and media strategies of
infotainment. The reading list for this class includes Hutchings and
Rulyova (2009, 137–56) and a collective interview with Владимир
Познер, Леонид Парфенов, and others about journalism, its relation to
infotainment, and the responsibilities and tasks of a journalist.18 Students
consider the following questions in English about this interview for
discussion in class:

“Возвращение несогласных,” Ren-TV, Marianna Maksimovskaya, accessed April 2,
2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fY8giMuy02M.
17 “Post-Scriptum, min. 01.00-08.46,” TVC, Alexander Pushkov, accessed April 2, 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkeDJHu9gvU.
18 “Informatsiia k razvlecheniiu. XXI vek: novyi informatsionnyi poriadok,” in Iskusstvo
kino 11 (November 2003), http://kinoart.ru/archive/2003/11/n11-article1.
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1. What is the function of news according to your opinion?
2. What is the function of news according to the round of experts in the
article?
3. Which problems can appear for the production and broadcasting of
news?
a) Providing background information
The coverage of cultural and public events, such as the wars in Chechnya
or the celebration of День Победы on May 9, can be used as examples of
infotainment. Students gather information about these two events from
the paper by Koltsova (2006, 205–25) and as homework prior to the class
discussion.
b) Listening and viewing activities
In class, students watch an excerpt of День Победы (engl. Victory Day)
on YouTube.19 For this activity, the following questions are used for group
and class discussions:
1. How is День Победы celebrated in Russia?
2. What is part of the media coverage on that day?
3. Which technical possibilities and strategies were used during the
broadcast of the parade in 2005?
4. How are cameras used during the coverage?
This task also allows students to practice analyzing the LINGUISTIC,
VISUAL, and AUDITORY MODES OF MEANING (New London Group 1996,
2000). Popular journalists and television presenters in Russian television,
such as Владимир Позднер and Леонид Парфенов, and their programs
are introduced with a short presentation. Students read or watch an
interview with Леонид Парфенов or Ксения Собчак as homework.
Module 3 “CULTURE OF RUSSIAN TV-ENTERTAINMENT”
a) Providing background information
The reading list for this module includes Hutchings and Rulyova (2009,

“Video-file of the Victory Day—Parade in Moscow,” accessed April 2, 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWx0_TmeTM0.
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89–113, 160–75), Beumers (2009, 159–77), Condee (2009, 178–88), and
Zvereva (2012, 83–100) and deals with Russian СЕРИЯ and СЕРИАЛ. It is
necessary to explain the difference between the terms SERIES in English
and СЕРИАЛ and СЕРИЯ in Russian. СЕРИАЛ is the Russian equivalent to
SERIES in English. CЕРИЯ, on the other hand, means part of a feature film.
In the seventies and eighties many Russian films consisted of two or more
parts, but they were not a television series as in the UK or USA. A
speaking exercise involves the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which Western series do you watch?
What are the topics in these series?
What is typical for these series?
Do you know any Russian series?

Apart from television series, this module also presents talk shows
and game shows in Russia. Talk shows and game shows appear in the
same module, because they have a presenter, guests, and an audience. The
shows can be analyzed according to similar criteria: the content of the
show, its structure, the topics, the atmosphere, the behavior and language
of the presenter, the guests and the audience. A PowerPoint presentation
introduces students to the talk show format in general and gives an
overview of the history and origin of talk shows in Post-Soviet Russia.
Students first read an English article about game shows in Russia by
Hutchings and Rulyova (2009, 160–75) and then watch fragments in class.
Game shows are discussed in terms of their format and the interaction of
the host with his audience.
b) Vocabulary development
Talk shows and game shows often present a special challenge for students
because they may include colloquial expressions that non-native speakers
do not know. In this course, such colloquial expressions are explained and
listed on the whiteboard before or after watching the video excerpts from
talks shows and game shows. Additional difficulties for listening arise
when several guests and the host talk at the same time. Therefore, the
instructor provides a summary of the main topics in each show prior to
viewing.
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c) Listening and viewing activities
Examples of Russian television series are presented through short video
clips from the following popular Russian series: “Гибель империи” (a
series about people during World War I), “Каменская” (a popular
Russian crime series with a female detective), “Участок” (a crime series
that takes place in a Russian village), “Улицы разбитых фонарей” (a
series about a group of four policemen fighting against brutal and
unusual types of crime), “Тайны следствия” (a series about the cases in a
Russian district attorney’s office), “Зона” (a series about life in a Russian
prison), “Штрафбат” (a series about soldiers in a war prison in Russia),
and “Солдаты” (a comedy series about the life in the Russian army).
While watching the video clips, students take notes regarding the
presentation of the state, society, and the individual in each series with
the help of the following questions:
1. What is your impression about the first five minutes in each series?
2. What is the attitude of the author of the article (Condee 2009, 178–88)
towards the content and presentation of historical events in this
television series?
3. According to the author, what is the relationship between the state and
individual?
4. What is your own experience regarding the meaning of the individual
and society in Russia?
A second assignment involves comparing three television series
about prison and army life: “Зона,” “Штрафбат,” and “Солдаты.” The
aim is to explain the atmosphere and visual elements in these series.
Students receive the following questions and take notes while watching:
1. How do these serials differ from each other visually and what do they
have in common?
2. What kind of controversial elements do they include?
With this task students can practice anlalyzing the VISUAL and
AUDITORY MODES OF MEANING (New London Group 1996, 2000).
Students compare their notes in pairs or small groups. Then their results
can be presented and discussed in class.
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In the next practical section of this module, students watch video
clips from the popular Russian talk shows “Что хочет женщина?”
(discussion of female topics), “Частная жизнь” (discussion of real-life
problems in front of an audience), “Жди меня” (search for missing
people), “Основной инстинкт” (discussion of political topics), “Большая
стирка” (discussion of guests’ problems in front of an audience), “Пусть
говорят” (the follow-up of “Большая стирка”), and “Школа злословия”
(an intellectual talk show with the author Tatiana Tolstaia). First, students
demonstrate comprehension of the topic and the main points discussed in
the shows by answering questions. In a second exercise, students evaluate
the atmosphere of the conversation and role of the audience, presenter,
and guests, analyzing their behavior and the type of language (the
expression of respect and disrespect in the conversation). This a good
opportunity to practice the LINGUISTIC, VISUAL, AUDITORY, and GESTURAL
MODES OF MEANING (New London Group 1996, 2000). In a later discussion,
students express their opinion about whether talk shows can be
considered to be a mediator between public and private spheres.
Comparing Russian talk shows to shows from the UK that students are
familiar with is also an option. Both exercises offer speaking practice for
students in Russian.
Next, students analyze the content and structure of the popular
Russian game show “Поле чудес,” which is based on the American show
“Wheel of Fortune.” While they watch video clips from the show, students
take notes about the conversations in and the structure of the show,
including the role and behavior of the host. Students are then asked about
the function of the presentation of gifts in “Поле чудес.” After this task,
students compare the structure of other game shows in Russia and the UK
in a speaking exercise.
Module 4 “RUSSIAN INTERNET CULTURE AND ONLINE COMMUNITIES IN
2000–2017”
a) Providing background information
This module covers the Russian Internet segment (Runet), “Сетература,”
and social networks. A lecture and accompanying PowerPoint
presentation in Russian provide a brief history and definition of the
Russian segment of the Internet. Students use the Internet frequently and
are very familiar with the use and structure of social networks such as
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Facebook and Twitter, as well as blogs, chats, and online applications.
As homework, students read an English paper by Strukov (2009)
about Russian laws concerning the Internet, which is then discussed in
class. Students compare laws concerning the Internet in Russia to those of
Western countries. A second topic in this module is “Сетература,” which
is a type of literature that is produced and edited on or for the Internet
and is widely accessible to participants there. For the third topic, social
networks, students gather information regarding characteristics of
Facebook and then compare these characteristics to those of Russian social
media sites.
b) Reading/Analyzing activities
Students are asked to take notes concerning the differences between
printed literature and digitally published literature on the Internet with
the aid of the following questions:
1. Do you read literature online?
2. Which resources for Russian literature do you know?
3. Do you use e-books? If yes, how do they differ from print books?
4. Which features are typical for print literature/online literature? Make a
list.
In a practical exercise, text excerpts from udaff.com can be
discussed as an example for “Сетература” with the following questions:
1. How can people participate in udaff.com?
2. Who is the typical user of udaff.com
3. What is the structure and aim of the project?
4. What is your understanding of the interaction among users and
between users and the administrator?
Such an exercise provides an opportunity to practice analyzing the
LINGUISTIC and VISUAL MODES OF MEANING (New London Group 1996,
2000). For the topic “social networks,” students can compare Facebook to
the Russian network Vkontakte and analyze the features of both networks.
Often Vkontakte is called the Russian variation of Facebook, but students
can express their opinion regarding this statement.
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c) Vocabulary development
Udaff.com poses a linguistic problem for students because it includes
colloquial speech in Russian, “падонский язык,” (Russian internet jargon
opposed to conventional linguistic norms) and even “мат,” (engl. Russian
swear words) Russian swear words. Падонский язык is defined as the
intentional misrepresentation of orthography, where the written form of
the word tries to imitate its pronunciation on the Internet (Zvereva 2012).
In a textual analysis of udaff.com, students can look for “падонский
язык” and “мат.”
5.4 Student outcomes
The final exams revealed that students were generally able to give the
correct answers to their chosen questions. However, some students lacked
the ability to use sufficient background information from the readings,
and a few students struggled with the language, using colloquial
expressions in their answers. Students earned extra points for using
examples, sources for the arguments, statistics, and sufficient
argumentation. Some students’ answers were slightly off-topic, and their
argumentation was weak. Too short, inaccurate, and repetitive answers,
which lacked context and detail, were awarded fewer points and a lower
grade. Generally, students showed that they learned the main information
from the classes and understood the important points. The grades for the
exam ranged from 52 to 80 points out of 100 possible points; the threshold
for passing was 40 points. All students passed the course. Students’ ability
to speak about various topics improved, and students were able to freely
express their opinion in Russian during discussions.
6. Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to provide an example of a pedagogical
framework for a Russian media course in the UK, based on the theory of
multiliteracies. For the correct use and understanding of communication
on television and the Internet, students had to learn to recognize, decode,
and analyze the LINGUISTIC, AUDITORY, VISUAL, and GESTURAL MODES OF
MEANING of these media. The methods for multiliteracies pedagogy in this
Russian media course included providing background information, listening
and watching activities, reading/analyzing activities, and vocabulary
development. The assessment at the end of the course revealed that
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students gained a good or very good knowledge of the course topics. It
can be concluded that the Russian media course effectively applied the
pedagogical framework based on the theory of multiliteracies and
provided students with a sound knowledge about television and Internet
in Russia, as well as a higher proficiency in oral expression and
knowledge of new vocabulary.
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The Development of Syntactic Complexity in the Writing of
Russian Language Learners: a Longitudinal Corpus Study
OLESYA V. KISSELEV
ANNA A. ALSUFIEVA
Introduction
To make inferences about how second language (L2) learners develop
over time, most Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research has
traditionally relied on cross-sectional one-time sampling design, in which
data collected from different groups of learners at different levels of
language proficiency are compared against a preestablished set of
measures. Rarer are longitudinal studies, in which researchers track a
small number of participants over a relatively long period of time. Recent
developments in technology and the rise of the language corpora have
made it possible to combine the benefits of these two approaches;
longitudinal LEARNER LANGUAGE CORPORA, large databases collected
continuously from a group of learners over an extended period of time
(i.e., semester, year, or program), successfully combine “longitudinal
designs with dense developmental data collection” (Vyatkina 2012), and
thus hold promise of providing a more fine-grained picture of the ebbs
and flows of language development.
The study presented in this paper is an exploratory investigation
of writing development conducted on the materials of a longitudinal
corpus of learners of Russian. It attempts to explore the development of
syntactic complexity in the writing of Advanced learners of Russian, as
they moved from the Intermediate to the Advanced level of language
proficiency as defined by the ACTFL proficiency scale.1The study focuses
on the development of general complexity (as measured by sentence
The ACTFL proficiency scale, created by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL), includes four main language proficiency levels: Novice, Intermediate,
Advanced, and Superior. The ACTFL scale provides a thorough description of the linguistic skills and
functions that are required to fulfill tasks at these different levels and is widely used in placement
and testing of foreign language learners
(see https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-proficiency-guidelines-2012).
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length, sentences per 1,000 words in text, number of sentences per
paragraph, and other sentence-based indices) and specific complexity,
namely subordination and coordination (measured through the number
and types of sentences with coordination and subordination).
The article is organized as follows. We first briefly describe the
advances made in the field of learner corpus research and the benefits of
corpora studies to language pedagogy. We then provide a short
description of the Russian Learner Corpus of Academic Writing used in
the current research. The next section presents a discussion of the
construct of syntactic complexity. It is followed by a description of the
measures of syntactic complexity chosen for this study, as well as the
description of procedures and the subsequent analysis. Next, we report
on the results and discuss the observations regarding the development of
the dimensions of writing complexity in our data. The last section
presents implications for pedagogical practice, as well as implications for
future research.
1. Learner corpora studies
Learner corpus research, an area of applied language studies that
investigates large and systematically compiled collections of texts (oral or
written) produced by second language learners, has grown exponentially
in the past twenty years. This tremendous interest in learner corpus
studies is credited to a large extent to the groundbreaking project created
by Sylvaine Granger, The International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE,
Granger 2003). ICLE, compiled of a large collection of essays written by
advanced learners of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) of various
language backgrounds, was used in a number of important large-scale
studies (see, for example, Dagneaux et al. 1998; Granger 1996; Granger
1999; Leńko-Szymańska 2008; Nesselhauf 2005, 2005; O’Donnell et al.
2013; Gries and Wulff 2013; inter alia), which set out to establish universal
and language-specific patterns of EFL acquisition. This line of research
has effectively proposed a new model of analyzing learner language, the
one that promises to help deliver a comprehensive linguistic description
of linguistic abilities of language learners from different language
backgrounds and at different developmental levels and, overall, to better
our understanding of the processes and mechanics of language learning.
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Learner corpora strive to supplement linguistic data with rich
sociolinguistic information about the learners who contribute the data
and the settings in which the data are collected; this information may
include such parameters as age of acquisition and age of performance,
linguistic experience and current linguistic level, instructional settings,
and task characteristics. Learner corpora naturally hold particular interest
for language instruction, since they can help associate learner
characteristics and pedagogical events with emergence of particular
linguistic structures (Belz and Vyatkina 2008; Leaver and Shekhtman
2002).
Despite their clear benefits, learner corpora representing
languages other than English are rare, which limits the number and
diversity of corpus-based studies in SLA and the pedagogy of these
languages. This is especially true for less commonly taught languages
such as Russian. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing this
article, the only available systematically collected and complete Russian
learner corpus is the Russian Learner Corpus of Academic Writing
(RULEC). 2
RULEC is a longitudinal corpus that consists of written texts
produced by foreign language (FL) and heritage language (HL) learners
of Russian who were enrolled in the Russian Flagship Program, a special
program for advanced study of Russian at Portland State University. The
advance track of the program admits students who are at least
Intermediate-Mid level, and some students (many of them of HL
background) start the program at Advanced-Low. The program offers a
series of sequenced content-based courses in the Russian language, in
which vocabulary, grammar, and syntax are mostly treated indirectly.
More formal instruction targets such linguistic skills as forming written
and oral paragraphs, essay writing, and oral presentation, as well as
conducting research in Russian and writing a research paper. Writing
assignments that the students typically have to respond to target a
particular text function or communicative purpose, such as providing an
argument for a position. Following the ACTFL guidelines, the text
RULEC is available in the web-based format as a part of the Russian Learner Corpus
(RLC, http://www.web-corpora.net/RLC/). RLC, which is currently under active
development, is intended to include a number of different sub-corpora (such as RULEC),
which represent various first language backgrounds and proficiency levels.
2
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functions targeted in instruction are definition, paraphrase, summary,
narration, description, expository writing, comparison and contrast,
cause and effect, supported opinion, argumentation, and hypothesis.
Blended types of these functions are also represented in the writing of
RULEC authors, especially in research papers. In addition to a clearly
defined textual function or goal of communication, the writing task also
provides the intended audience (real or imaginary), such as readers of a
weekly local newspaper or high school students in a partner high school
Russian program. An example of an assignment may be to write a short
chapter on water preservation for the sixth graders in the Russian-English
immersion program, to provide a definition of a term central to the
student’s major, or to write an opinion letter to the newspaper editor as a
reaction to a feature article.
Given the description of the types of assignments in RULEC, we
suggest that these texts fit both broad and narrow definitions of academic
genre. The broad definition, such as Hyland’s (2007), recognizes any
genre common in the academic community as academic writing. In the
tradition of genre pedagogy, academic genre is defined through an
orientation to the creation of the text. If academic literacy is defined as a
set of skills that allow the student to analyze, critically evaluate, and
utilize information for the purposes of the specific occasion, then an
academic text is a text that demonstrates these skills (Coe 2002; Korotkina
2011). All texts in RULEC are common college writing assignments
created as a reaction to presented information, with a clearly defined goal,
purpose, and audience.
In the compilation of the corpus, all written assignments produced
by the students were regularly collected over a period of four years. Since
the majority of the students completed the program in two to three years,
the corpus provides a very thick longitudinal data for all the corpus
authors.
One of the unique features of RULEC is its detailed metadata: each
text entered into the corpus includes information about the learner (such
as gender, language background, and language level) and the text (such
as the course for which the paper was written, targeted linguistic function,
and time limit). The presence of metadata allows for an easy automatic
grouping of all texts based on the various parameters; for instance, one
can quickly create sub-corpora of FL and HL learner texts, or sub-corpora
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based on the learners’ ACTFL levels or text genres. Comparing subcorpora can help researchers answer questions regarding the influence of
early exposure, language level, or even language task on certain linguistic
features. Due to the nature of texts available in RULEC and the corpus
design, the corpus lends itself nicely to exploration of writing at advanced
levels. The study described below is an attempt to analyze the
development of students’ writing as learners move from the Intermediate
to Advanced level.
The indices of advanced writing are numerous, but generally
researchers studying L2 writing agree that the quality of a written text can
generally and aptly be assessed on the measures of lexical and syntactic
complexity, accuracy, and fluency. Briefly, lexical complexity refers to
expert use of vocabulary as reflected in vocabulary richness, lexical
density, and lexical sophistication (Lu 2012). The construct of syntactic
complexity is described below.
2. Syntactic Complexity
Syntactic complexity is defined in research literature as a range of basic
and sophisticated structures available and accessible to the learners, as
evidenced in their oral or written production (Wolfe-Quintero et al. 1998;
Ortega 2003). Syntactic complexity has been well established as an
important construct and developmental index in L2 writing and speaking,
and as such, as a valid assessment measure (Wolfe-Quintero et al. 1998;
Ortega 2003; Osborne 2011; Lu 2011; Yang et al. 2015; Lu and Ai 2015).
Examples of production units that have been traditionally used to
measure syntactic complexity are clauses, T-units, and sentences; in
addition to simple frequencies, the ratio of these units (e.g., the number of
clauses per sentence, the number of dependent clauses per T-unit vs.
coordinated clauses per T-unit, etc.), as well as their length, diversity, and
accuracy, is also considered to be a metric of syntactic complexity. Lu
(2011), in fact, identifies more than thirty syntactic complexity measures
proposed in previous research, although not all of them receive equal
attention in various studies.
Earlier studies of indices of syntactic complexity in the studies of
development of L2 written communication—summarized and reviewed
in Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998)—tended to focus on T-unit measures.
Based on their review, Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998) concluded that the
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number of clauses per T-unit and the number of dependent clauses per
total number of clauses or T-units serve as the best indicators of syntactic
complexity, because these structures appear to “exhibit a linear
relationship to proficiency level across studies that used a wide range of
levels” (Wolfe-Quintero et al. 1998, 99). The over-reliance on T-unit–based
categories in the assessment of writing has been reevaluated in the more
current literature (Lu, 2011; Biber et al. 2011); these researchers argue that
although the increase in subordination may be indicative of moving from
lower levels of writing ability to Intermediate levels, Advanced writing is
characterized by nominalization strategies. Lu (2011, 56), for instance,
after investigating fourteen different indices of syntactic complexity in
English, concludes that the best measures in higher-level writing are
complex nominals per clause and complex nominals per T-unit, complex
phrases per clause and complex phrases per T-unit, as well as mean length
of clause, sentence, and T-unit.
Yet, when attempting to gauge the developmental trajectories of
learners’ writing skills, tracking a variety of indices of syntactic
complexity rather than a small set of indices may be more advantageous.
Norris and Ortega (2009), for instance, strongly advise applying a
multidimensional approach to measuring syntactic complexity, in which
GENERAL complexity measures (such as T-units, clauses, sentences, as well
as ratios of these units) are to be supplemented by a variety of SPECIFIC
complexity measures, including coordination, subordination, and
particular phrases (e.g., complex nominals, verb phrases). Given that the
field of Russian language acquisition can only rely on a very small
number of empirical studies that could suggest which specific indices of
linguistic complexity may be indicative of which proficiency level, a
multidimensional approach to the study of Russian learner language is
especially relevant. We suggest that our field stands to benefit from
studies in which different general dimensions of language complexity
(such as length of a sentence or a T-unit, the number of T-units per
sentence or clause) can be supplemented by the investigation of specific
complexity measures (such as specific syntactic structures).
3. Syntactic complexity in Russian
Literature in the field of Russian as a Foreign Language research, which
concerns itself with the issues of Russian academic discourse, provides
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little guidance regarding which specific linguistic measures may be
indicative of the genre; on the one hand, it emphasizes complex—mostly
subordinated—sentences as a means of relating complex abstract ideas in
a logical and continuous discourse (Barykina et al. 1978; Khimik 2003;
Lobanova and Slesareva 1980). On the other hand, the preponderance of
nouns and noun phrases in the Russian academic genre has also been
noted (Prokhorova 1998). Russian academic writing is also said to be
saturated with participles, adverbs, and, to a lesser degree, subjectless
predicates. We recognize that academic prose in the definition of these
Russian authors tilts towards more strictly speaking scientific discourse,
but in the absence of other points of comparison, we suggest that the
observations of these Russian as a Foreign Language specialists may be a
useful point of departure. The question of how well Russian language
learners can produce these complex structures is left largely unexplored
in the current research literature; the few available studies that grapple
with the question of Advanced-level discourse in learner Russian focus
on Russian as a heritage language (RHL). These studies observe that the
lower-level RHL speakers rely more on subordination (as evident in the
larger proportion of T-units) than the higher-level RHLs and the native
speakers (Dengub 2012) and that the RHL learners are less likely to use
verbal adverbs and participles than the native speakers of Russian
(Friedman and Kagan 2008; Dengub 2012). Building on these
observations, the current study sets out to investigate the dynamics of
coordination and subordination patterns in the writing of RULEC
heritage and non-heritage learners as they move from Intermediate to
Advanced Russian language proficiency.
4. The study
4.1. Data
The data for this project come from the Russian Learner Language of
Academic Writing (RULEC) described above. For the study, we extracted
texts authored by a cohort of sixteen students who had started the
program at Intermediate level and progressed to Advanced level. The
level of proficiency of these students was established based on the results
of the Russian Flagship Overseas Qualifying Tests (implemented by the
American Councils of International Education), which assess reading,
listening, writing, and oral proficiency. Once the results of the tests were
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obtained, the newly assigned level was used in the metadata
supplementing the papers collected from this student-author from that
point on. The sub-corpus extracted for the study includes both HL
learners of Russian (eight subjects) and FL students (eight subjects). We
excluded texts that consisted of less than a paragraph, as well as final
drafts of research papers since the final drafts were corrected and edited
by the instructors and tutors. The resulting corpus was further subdivided
into four small sub-corpora on the basis of language background and
language level: FL Intermediate, HL Intermediate, FL Advanced, and HL
Advanced.
4.2. Measures
In choosing the particular measures of syntactic complexity, we had to
deal with constraints of working with a large but raw, i.e., non-annotated,
corpus. RULEC is not syntactically parsed, making it impossible to
automatically extract indices of syntactic complexity, such as T-units,
dependent clauses, noun phrases, etc. Nonetheless, even raw corpora
allow for (semi)automatic analyses of many syntactic patterns, when the
task is approached creatively. Below we describe the specific linguistic
features that we used as indices of syntactic complexity.
4.2.1. General complexity. Sentence length—as calculated by the
number of words per sentence, as well as a number of sentences per 1,000
words—was chosen as a general complexity measure following the
arguments presented in Vyatkina (2012). Vyatkina (2012) explains that
while T-units have to be coded manually, a task that can prove prohibitive
when dealing with large volumes of data, sentence length can be
generated automatically. More importantly, a sentence, compared to a Tunit, is a more psychologically real construct, and as a unit “directly
produced by [a] learner” may more accurately reflect the learner’s
intention in constructing the text (Bardovi-Harlig, 1992, 391, as cited in
Vyatkina 2012, 582). In our paper, we also consider a related measure of
number of paragraphs and paragraph length in words as an additional
measure indicative of general writing ability.
4.2.2. Specific complexity. The specific syntactic complexity
measures chosen in this study are coordination and subordination. To
automatically extract coordinated and subordinated complex sentences,
we searched the corpus for specific conjunctions and conjunctive words
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(or pronominal words). Please note that for the sake of simplicity, we refer
to all of these conjunctive devices as conjunctions in the article. The
limitation of extracting sentences for analysis based on the presence of a
conjunction is the loss of conjunction-less complex sentences; however, it
is likely that the percentage of those in our data is relatively small: Russian
language learners may in fact prefer to mark the logical relationships
between clauses overtly through the use of conjunctions (Dengub 2012).
Additionally, the focus on specific conjunctions, as opposed to a more
general category of clause, allows us to take a closer look at types of
conjunctions used by learners, range of forms, and patterns of their usage.
We also examine the appropriateness, degree of sophistication, and
fluency with which students use conjunctions at different levels.
4.3. Conjunction as a unit of syntactic complexity
Conjunctions represent one of the primary means of signaling logical
relationships between units in a sentence; they illustrate various semantic
associations among elements of discourse, explicate the logical relations
between parts of discourse such as causation, addition, succession, and
contrast, and contribute to the cohesion and coherence of text (Halliday
1985). Although text cohesion and logic can be achieved through lexical
means only (thus resulting in connector-less sentences), Russian academic
prose in particular is marked by explicit, overt stress on logic and the
development of an argument (Lobanova and Slesareva 1980). Marking the
development of arguments overtly may be the reason for a preponderance
of complex, poly-predicative sentences, in which elements (clauses) are
connected by various conjunctions (in addition to linking adverbials and
embedded phrases). Traditionally, conjunctions are divided into two
types: coordinators (also called coordinating conjunctions, e.g., и “and,”
но “but”) and subordinators (also called subordinating conjunctions, e.g.,
что “that,” потому что “because,” после того как “after”). Although
conjunctions can connect intraclausal elements, in this paper we only
focus on those instances where conjunctions connect clauses within a
sentence.
4.4. Research questions
Based on the chosen measures, the research questions guiding the present
study are framed as follows: Is there an overall change in the amount,
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functional variety, and accuracy of complex sentences with conjunctions
in the writing of Advanced learners of Russian as compared to their
performance at the Intermediate level? Is there a difference in the
trajectory of writing development in regard to complex sentences with
conjunctions between the heritage and non-heritage learners of Russian?
4.5. Data analysis
The four sub-corpora, Intermediate FL, Intermediate HL, Advanced FL,
and Advanced HL, were first subjected to unit statistics test, using the
corpus analyzer program WordSmith Tools 6.0 (Scott 2014). This analysis
provided general statistical information regarding such units as the
number of word tokens, word types,3 sentences, and paragraphs, as well
as the information on the mean length of words, sentences, and
paragraphs. The overall descriptive statistics on the four sub-corpora are
presented in Table 1.
The information in Table 1 that is most relevant for our discussion
of GENERAL SYNTACTIC COMPLEXITY is the number of sentences per 1,000
words, sentence length in words, and paragraph length in words.
Sentence length grows slightly for both FL and HL learners as they move
up the level, but at the same time the number of sentences per 1,000 words
is decreasing. This is, of course, the same trajectory observed from two
vantage points; as students write longer sentences, the proportion of
longer sentences per 1,000 words has to decrease. This general trend
suggests that the informational density of sentences is growing, which
might be a good marker of writing development in general. Paragraph
length also shows a slight increase as the learners progress towards more
advanced language proficiency.
Since the numbers presented in Table 1 can only provide a
panoramic look at the four sub-corpora, other manipulation of the data
was needed. First, using the WordSmith Tools program, we created four
wordlists from the four sub-corpora. We then searched the wordlists for
the presence of coordinating and subordinating conjunctions used by the
3

Word token is every occurrence of every word in the corpus; if a text is one hundred
words long, it is said to contain one hundred word tokens. A word type is a distinct word
form (thing and things are two types). Normally, some words in a text are repeated because
they are particularly frequent in the language or because they are topically salient; thus, a
text that is one hundred words long may contain only sixty distinct types.
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learners. After the extraction, we ran concordance searchers for each
conjunction in the corpus. We manually separated conjunctions from
conjunctive words and introductory phrases, and assessed the
appropriateness of the use of each conjunction in the particular context
and evaluated the grammatical accuracy of the structure in which the
conjunction was involved.
Table 1. Overall text statistics across four sub-corpora
Units
Number of Texts
Words (tokens)
Types (distinct
forms)
Mean length of
text in words
Number of
sentences
Number of
sentences per
1,000 words
Sentence length
in words
Paragraphs
Number of
sentences per
paragraph

FL
Intermediate
318
58,236
12,857

FL
Advanced
462
94,903
15,639

HL
Intermediate
289
44,177
11,131

HL
Advanced
510
107,916
18,983

181.42

205.42

152.85

211.6

4,507

6,805

3,199

7,254

77

72

72

67

12.92

13.95

13.81

14.88

516
8.7

623
10.9

339
9.4

627
11.5

In all, the corpora contained forty-seven conjunctions, all can be
considered typical in the language produced by native speakers if
compared to the relative frequency of different conjunctions in standard
Russian based on the data from the word frequency dictionary of the
Russian language by Lyashevskaya and Sharoff (2009). The relative order
of frequency of the conjunctions in our data approximates that of the
native speakers; for example, čto “that” is the most frequent conjunction
in the above-mentioned dictionary, as well as in the writing of RULEC
learners.
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We then organized the forty-seven conjunctions into groups
depending on their functional characteristics and normalized the
frequencies of the conjunctions, prorating them per 1,000 sentences.4
4.6. Coordinating conjunctions
Thirteen coordinating conjunctions of varying frequencies were found in
the data; their distribution and frequencies are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Frequencies of coordinating conjunctions across groups and levels
prorated per 1,000 sentences
Coordinating
conjunction

Intermediate
FL

Intermediate
HL

Advanced
FL

Advanced
HL

и “and”

130.4

24.2

97.1

30.2

а “and/but”

37.5

26.3

23.2

34.7

либо “or”

2

0.4

2.2

2

но “but”

74.1

36.5

58.8

45.9

однако “however”

19

3.2

7.9

3.4

зато “though”

0

0.4

0.5

0.6

то есть “that is”

12.3

7

7.1

9.2

а именно “namely”

0.8

0.4

0

0.1

такой как “same
as”
не столько ...
сколько
“as much”
по мере того как
“at the time”

19.6

29.1

11

33.6

0

0

0

0.6

0

1.4

0.3

2.2

4

Given the differences in size in the number of tokens and in the number of sentences
between the four sub-corpora, the normalization of each conjunction per 1,000 sentences
was carried out. Such normalized counts allow us to directly compare the possible
differences in the number of conjunctions between the four sub-groups of learners.
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в то время как “as
soon”
тогда как “while”

0.8

0.4

0

0.1

0.6

0

0

0.6

Total

166.7

105.1

111

133

The coordinating conjunctions in our data represent the following
functional categories: copulative conjunctions: и (cf. and); disjunctive
conjunctions: либо (cf. if); adversative conjunctions: а (cf. but, and), но (cf.
but), однако (cf. however), зато (cf. although); explanatory conjunctions:
то есть (cf. that is), а именно (cf. in other words), такой как (cf. the same
as); and contrastive-comparative conjunctions: не столько . . . сколько (cf.
not so much as), в то время как (cf. at the same time), по мере того как
(cf. along the way). Unsurprisingly, copulative, disjunctive, and
adversative conjunctions are more numerous than the other types of
coordinating conjunctions, which are grouped together in Figure 1 below.
In terms of distributions of the various conjunctions of this type in the
learner data, we see a decrease in the use of these conjunctions in the
writing of FL learners and a slight increase in the writing of HL learners.
This tendency is expected: as FL writers acquire more and more new
structures, their reliance on the “basic” coordinating conjunctions lowers.
In the case of HL writers, they appear to improve their ability to express
their thoughts in writing in general and begin to more frequently overtly
mark the relations between ideas expressed in different clauses.
Figure 1. Coordinating conjunctions by functional group
150
100
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AFL

IHL

AHL

50
0
и

а

но
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other
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In addition to obtaining numeric information, we also coded all
sentences with conjunctions for accuracy. In this analysis, we considered
any deviation from the standard Russian as an error. Errors included
missing or misplaced punctuation (example 1), the choice of wrong or
ineffective conjunction (examples 2 and 3), or structural issues, such as
lack of grammatical agreement (example 4).
(1)
он не согласен с тем фактом *что, россияне в царской России
жили хорошо.
he does not agree with the fact that Russians in the tsarist Russia
lived well. (HL learner)
он не согласен с тем фактом, что россияне в царской России
жили хорошо. (Standard Russian)
(2)
*Поскольку я понимаю экономику, использования
иностранной рабоочей силы оказывает позитивное влияние на
социально-экономическое развитие России.
Since I understand economics, the use of foreign work force has a
positive influence on the development of socio-economic situation in
Russia. (FL learner)
Насколько я понимаю экономику, использования иностранной рабочей силы оказывает позитивное влияние на социальноэкономическое развитие России.
As far as I understand economics, the use of foreign work force
has a positive influence on the development of socio-economic situation
in Russia. (Standard Russian)
(3)

. . . ставит пьесы не только в России, *а в Европе.
. . . directs shows not only in Russia, but in Europe. (FL learner)
. . . ставит пьесы не только в России, но и в Европе
. . . directs shows not only in Russia, but also in Europe. (Standard
Russian)
(4)
человек всегда . . . имеет права не верить *то, что общество
верет.
person always . . . has the rights not to believe in that_ACC,
what_ACC society believes. (FL learner)
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человек всегда . . . имеет права не верить тому, чему общество
верит.
person always . . . has the rights not to believe in that_DAT,
what_DAT society believes. (Standard Russian)
If we consider the factor of accuracy, there does appear to be a
small but discernable development in the HL group. In the Intermediate
HL sub-corpus 17% of coordinated sentences contain errors involving
coordination and use of conjunction but the percentage of errors goes
down to 12.8% in the Advanced HL sub-corpus. However, for the FL
writers the percentage of errors in the use of coordinating conjunctions
stays stable: 8.9% at the Intermediate level and 8.8% at the Advanced
(Figure 2). Most of these errors have to do with the choice between the
two adversative conjunctions а and но, both of which can be translated
into English as “but” and are notoriously difficult for American learners
of Russian as FL (Dengub and Rojavin, 2010).
Figure 2. Percentage of erroneous sentences with coordination
350
300
250

200

Errors

150

Total

100
50
0
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4.7. Subordinating conjunctions
Subordinating conjunctions are far more numerous in our data. This fact
is not surprising since learners at Advanced levels typically engage with
higher-level material and tasks that require skills of argumentation,
supported opinion, and exposition, which, in turn, require the use of
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structures that mark relations between complex ideas. The distribution of
frequencies is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Frequencies of subordinating conjunctions across groups and levels
prorated per 1,000 sentences

Subordinating conjunction

Intermediate
FL

Intermediate
HL

Advanced
FL

Advanced
HL

что “that”

187.2

140.4

199.1

174.5

почему “why”

2.5

4.6

3.8

2.2

зачем “why”

0

0.4

0

0

как “how, as”

32.2

40.4

31.4

61.3

ли “if”

6.7

10.2

8.8

5

кто “who”

17.1

8.1

11.5

5.6

который “which”
после того как
“after the fact”
до того как “before, up
to the point”

118.6

83.6

112.1

97.5

3.9

1.8

1.6

0

1.1

0.4

4

2

с тех пор как “since”
перед тем как
“before the fact”

1.1

0.4

0.5

0.3

2.5

0.4

0.8

1.1

как только “as soon as”

0.3

0

0.8

0

когда “when”

38.9

36.5

53

21.3

пока “while”

2

0.4

3.3

1.7

прежде чем “before that”

1.7

0.4

0.8

0.6

если “if”

37.2

27.7

35

26.6

если бы “if, whether”

6.4

3.5

4.6

2

потому что “because”

35.3

23.9

26.8

25.8

так как “because”
из-за того что “because
of”
в связи с тем что
“on the account”
в виду того что
“for the reason”

1.4

8.8

5.5

14.7

3.6

0.7

1.4

3.4

0.6

0.4

0

0.6

1.4

0

0

0
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поскольку “since”

2.5

0

6

2.8

ведь “because, after all”

0.8

0.4

1.4

5.9

поэтому “therefore”

18.5

4.9

17.5

7.3

так что “so that”

3.1

0.7

1.4

1.7

тогда “then”

7.6

2.5

3.8

4.5

чтобы “in order to”
несмотря на то что
“despite”

62.7

33

56.3

30.8

1.1

1.8

2.7

2.8

хотя “although”
назависимо от того что
“regardless”

14.3

1.4

23.2

10.9

0.3

0

0

0

чем “than”

11.8

8.1

12.9

9

чем тем “than that”

0.3

0.7

0.8

2

как будто “as if”

1.1

0

1.4

1.1

Total

625.8

446.5

632.2

525

The subordinating conjunctions found in the corpora represent
various functional types and reflect various semantic relations between
clauses in complex sentences: explanatory, causative, conditional, etc. The
subordinating conjunctions were grouped into the following categories:
(1) explanatory conjunctions and interrogative words in conjunctive
function: что (cf. that), кто (cf. who), почему (cf. why), зачем (cf. why, to
what purpose), как (cf. how, that), ли (cf. if);
(2) attributive conjunctions: который (cf. which, that);
(3) temporal conjunctions: когда (cf. when), после того как (cf. after), до
того как (cf. before, up to the point), с тех пор как (cf. since), перед тем
как (cf. while), пока (cf. while), etc.;
(4) conditional conjunctions: если, если бы (cf. if);
(5) causal conjunctions: потому что (cf. because), так как (cf.), поскольку
(cf. since), из-за того- , в связи с тем- , в виду того - (cf. since, because of),
ведь (cf. after all);
(6) conjunctions of result: поэтому (cf. therefore), так что (cf. so, thus),
тогда (cf. hence);
(7) conjunctions of purpose: чтобы (cf. in order to);
(8) comparative conjunctions: чем (cf. than), чем . . . тем (cf. that . . . than),
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как будто (cf. as if); and
(9) concessive conjunctions: хотя (cf. although), несмотря на то что (cf.
despite the fact that), независимо от того что (cf. regardless).
If we consider the most frequent conjunctions in this class, the conjunction
что (what/that), other interrogative word conjunctions кто (who/which),
как (how/as), если (if), and который (which), we see a distributional
pattern somewhat different from that observed in coordinating
conjunctions. The use of что (what/that) is on the rise for both groups,
with other conjunctions exhibiting relatively static behavior (Table 4,
Figure 3).
Table 4. Frequencies of explanatory and attributive conjunctions prorated per
1,000 sentences

Intermediate FL
Advanced FL
Intermediate HL
Advanced HL

что
226.7
247.2
177.6
212.9

other WH91.8
89
80.3
97.1

который
118.6
112.1
83.6
97.5

если
37.2
35
27.7
26.6

Figure 3. Explanatory and attributive conjunctions by group and level
300

IFL

250

AFL

IHL

AHL

200
150
100
50
0
что

other WH- который

если

More importantly, the accuracy in the use of explanatory
conjunctions is improving for both groups of learners (Figure 4). The most
dramatic improvement is observed in the HL groups: at Intermediate
level, the HL learners consistently omit punctuation to mark the
subordinated clause with что, resulting in a 30% error rate in these types
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of sentences. At the Advanced level, this rate goes down to 12%. Unlike
the HL learners, the FL learners in our study make fewer errors in чтоcoordination (5.5% at the Intermediate level and 3.4% at the Advanced);
however, most errors in the FL sub-corpora are structural, signaling the
fact that even at the Advanced level, FL learners have difficulties with
morpho-syntax. The case of the conjunctive word который illustrates the
same tendency: the HL learners exhibit difficulties with proper
punctuation, whereas the FL learners make errors in agreement.
Figure 4. Errors in the conjunction что
300
200

что error

100

что total

0
IFL

AFL

IHL

AHL

Figure 5. Errors in the conjunctive word который
200
150

100

который error

50

который total

0
IFL

AFL

IHL

AHL

In the temporal conjunctions group, only one conjunction, пока
“while,” becomes slightly more popular with both groups of learners at
Advanced level. The FL group appears to use more когда “when” at the
Advanced level, while minimizing the use of other temporal conjunctions.
It is possible that subordinating clauses with temporal conjunctions are
being substituted with phrasal constructions of time (such as during +
nominal phrase, e.g., во время забастовки “during the protest”); the
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transformation of the когда clause into a during + nominal phrase
structure is structurally relatively easy and may be accessible to the
learners. Additionally, both groups of learners make few errors in this
category of subordination.
Table 5. Frequencies of temporal conjunctions prorated per 1,000 sentences

Intermediate FL
Advanced FL
Intermediate HL
Advanced HL

когда

пока

прежде
чем

38.9
53
36.5
21.3

2
3.3
0.4
1.7

1.7
0.8
0.4
0.6

temporal
conjunctions
with как
10.9
9.7
6
1.1

Figure 6. Temporal conjunctions by group and level
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AHL
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когда

пока

прежде чем

temporal
with KAK

Conjunctions of cause, purpose, result, and concession also exhibit
an uneven distribution. Interestingly, the use of this functional type
increases in the writing of Advanced HL learners, but in our data they still
use fewer conjunctions than the FL learners. As with other types of
conjunctions, HL learners display improvement in their use of
appropriate punctuation. The FL learners mostly produce errors with
conjunctions that require structural manipulation with the constituents of
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the subordinated clause. In this functional group, the conjunction чтобы
“in order to” represents such a difficulty for the FL learners, since it
requires modifying the verb of the clause to the past tense form. The
percentage of these errors, however, is rather small (4% at Intermediate
and 2% at Advanced level).
Figure 7. Conjunctions cause, purpose, result, and concession by group and level
40
35
30

IFL

AFL

IHL

AHL

25
20
15
10
5
0

In sum, various functional groups of conjunctions and the
conjunctions within the groups appear to exhibit uneven distributuion,
with some discernable patterns of growth or decrease in numbers and
some patterns in improvement of accuracy.
5. Discussion and conclusion
As a reminder, the questions that guided our study of complex sentences
with coordination and subordination were formulated broadly.
Approaching the data, we asked: Is there an overall change in the amount,
functional variety, and accuracy of complex sentences with conjunctions
in the writing of the Advanced learners of Russian as compared to their
performance at the Intermediate level? Is there a difference in the
trajectory of writing development in regard to complex sentences with
conjunctions between the heritage and non-heritage learners of Russian?
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The answers to these questions are not straightforward. On the
one hand, we observe changes in the numbers of different types of
conjunctions in the learner’s writing at the two levels of proficiency, but
the direction of these changes are different in the FL and the HL groups.
The FL learners used fewer coordinated sentences at the Advanced level
compared to their performance at the Intermediate level, conforming to
our expectations that the more advanced writing or rather more advanced
tasks rely more on subordination than coordination. At the same time,
the use of complex sentences with coordinating conjunctions by the HL
learners increased. This result does not indicate that the HL learners are
moving in the opposite direction from the FL learners: we suggest that the
developmental trajectories of the two groups of learners are actually
converging. Due to different educational histories, FL and HL writers may
be simply exhibiting different types of development: for the FL students,
this development is more linear and largely shaped by curricular
considerations. We can expect the FL learners to move along the
curriculum with its tasks first depending more on coordination and then
more on subordination. The case of HL learners is different. They usually
come to our classes with well-developed oral skills and underdeveloped
writing abilities. At the beginning of the course of formal instruction, the
HL students have to develop the basics of the written genre and learn to
overtly mark the development of thought in the text. Thus, we observe
growth in all formal parameters of writing, including overt coordination
and overt subordination as discussed below.
The usage of subordinating conjunctions increased for both the FL
and HL groups as the learners moved from Intermediate to Advanced
levels of proficiency. The increase in subordination was substantial only
for the HL group, which utilized 446.5 different subordinating
conjunctions per 1,000 sentences at Intermediate level and 525 of these
structures at the Advanced level. The FL learners displayed only a minor
increase in the use of subordination. Yet, the FL students used more
subordinating conjunctions in their writing overall than did their HL
peers (632 items in the FL Advanced sub-corpus vs. 525 in the HL
Advanced sub-corpus). These observations suggest that subordination
continues to play an important role in the creation of logical relationships
between parts of a sentence in an Advanced level text and that learners
continue to grow their ability to overtly mark logical relationships
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between parts of a sentence in their writing.
The dimension of accuracy (i.e., accurate and appropriate use of
subordinating structures) appears to play an important role in the
development of writing. Accuracy improved for both groups of learners.
The HL learners showed the most dramatic increase in the accuracy rates
for almost all subordinating conjunctions. However, the overwhelming
majority of errors that HL writers committed have to do with missing or
misplaced punctuation marks; many teachers would agree that the error
gravity of a missing comma (a mechanical error) is lighter compared to
morpho-syntactic problems (structural errors) evident in the writing of
the FL learners (example 5).
(5)

. . . программы для молодых, *в которм можно изучать . . .
. . . programs for youth in which_PPEP_masc one can study . . .
(FL learner)
. . . программы для молодых, в которых можно изучать. . .
. . . programs for youth in which_PPEP_pl one can study . . .
(Standard Russian)
To remind the reader, the learners who contributed to the corpus
did not receive much formal instruction on the use of complex sentences
while in the program. The only explicit feedback they may have received
would have been provided in the form of teacher comments and
correction on graded writing assignments. On the one hand, this find may
suggest that certain mechanical errors (such as punctuation) may improve
without targeted and systematic instruction; on the other hand, the FL
learners stand to benefit from focus-on-form type of activities, which
would target specific conjunctive structures that not only signal logical
relations but also require morpho-syntactic modifications (such as the
construction with conjunctive word который “which” or conjunctions
чтобы “in order to” and то, что “a/the fact that”). Although errors are a
necessary stepping-stone in the developmental process, FL learners even
at the Advanced level will benefit from targeted instruction on the use of
constructions with these conjunctions.
Based on our analysis, we conclude that complex sentences with
coordination and subordination especially remain an important linguistic
construct, which learners actively utilize at the Advanced level of writing
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proficiency. We believe that the number as well as the accuracy and
appropriateness of use of coordination and subordination are important
indices of proficiency development in the assessment of writing.
At the same time, we recognize the limitation of focusing only on
conjunctions. To more fully capture the development in learners’ writing
ability we must investigate other indices of syntactic complexity as well,
such as adverbial and participle clauses, introductory phrases,
nominalization patterns, and other structures indicative of syntactic
compression, which is believed to be a prominent force in high-level
academic writing (Biber et al. 2011). To obtain a more detailed analysis of
syntactic complexity, it is crucial to continue to explore the corpus.
Another important issue to consider in future research is the
general approach to conjunctions as a grammatical class. The linguistic
analysis and classification of conjunctions and their structural and
functional characteristics remains a work in progress (Uryson 2017;
Zavjalov 2015). Possibly, a more comprehensive, function-based theory
on conjunctive devices could lead to a better understanding of potential
pedagogical applications. Nonetheless, we find that exploration of a
learner corpus provides an invaluable opportunity to conduct research on
learner language: the study highlights the segments of the pedagogical
grammar that have been operationalized by learners, those which are still
emerging, and those requiring substantial curricular and instructional
intervention. Even a study as exploratory in nature as the one presented
in this paper greatly informed our pedagogical thinking and practice.
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What Makes Russian Advertisements Russian?
Contemporary Russian Advertising as a Sociocultural
Phenomenon
VALENTINA IEPURI
1. Introduction
It is common knowledge that advertisements reflect society. They play an
important role in the formation of stereotypes and impose a certain way
of life and a certain system of values. By analyzing both the foreground
and the background of advertisements as texts, it is possible to reveal not
only their primary sales messages but also the embedded social and
cultural ones (Frith 1997, 3).
Sociocultural, anthropological, and psychological aspects of
Russian advertising and various forms of its impact on public
consciousness, morality, and public taste require special attention and
research, especially now that advertising has become an integral part of
contemporary life in Russian society. Unfortunately, in literature on
Russian advertising, there is a limited number of scholarly publications in
which advertisements are viewed not only as a part of marketing
activities but also in a broader context—as a cultural, anthropological, and
socio psychological phenomenon with a certain influence on public
consciousness (Trushina 2001, 170; Larionov 2014, 4).
Advertisements present not only information about products and
services, enticing customers to obtain them, but they also contain a certain
kind of an ideological code with a system of symbolic values: social,
moral, political, and familial (Turkina 2000, 78). This article attempts a
brief analysis of how these values are mirrored in contemporary Russian
advertising discourse and will outline the main cultural and linguistic
features that make it culturally unique.
A retrospective look at advertising in Russia in different time
periods will serve as a helpful introduction.
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2. Pre-Soviet and Soviet advertising
Although post-Soviet advertising as a new sociocultural phenomenon
began to develop in Russia in the early 1990s, it would be a mistake to
deny that advertising did not exist in Russia earlier. In prerevolutionary
late tsarist Russia, cities were rife with advertising. Buildings along major
streets were covered with shop signs, and brand names could be seen on
the sides of buses and trams, shop windows, streetlights, and even on
decorated theater curtains (West 2011, 3). The advertisements of that time
spoke the language of both tradition and modernism. Advertising did not
end with the Bolshevik Revolution. In the 1920s under the New Economic
Policy (NEP), advertising was back. Constructivist advertising with its
social and political aims—the representative of which was the famous
Soviet poet Vladimir Mayakovsky—was innovative and memorable, but
newspaper ads of private enterprises were modest and more extensive.
Even after Stalin put an end to the mixed economy of the NEP, advertising
did not entirely disappear. Throughout the rest of the Soviet period,
advertising “served the governing ideology rather than the market” (West
2011, 3).
We cannot compare the texts of advertisements from the Soviet
times with contemporary ones. In Soviet times, there was no market
economy or competition, and a limited variety of products, hence, there
was not much need to advertise products or companies. The main
advertising agencies in those days were Vneshtorgreklama (a Russian
abbreviation for “foreign trade advertising”), an institution under the
Ministry of Foreign Trade, which produced ads in foreign languages for
foreign-trade organizations, and Soyuztorgreklama, which opened in
1965.
There was little literature on advertising, and contacts with
Western advertising companies were very limited. In the Soviet Union,
advertising played the role of a provider of information about the
products with a mostly referential function. Many advertisements of that
time had an imperative tone; their language sounded like orders, often
with a surprising indifference about the advertised product or the
consumer:
«Летайте самолетами “Аэрофлота”!» “Fly Aeroflot Planes” (as if
there were other airline companies?)
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«Храните деньги в Сберегательной кассе» “Keep Money in
Savings Bank” (as if there were other banks?)
«Пейте натуральные соки» “Drink Natural Juice” (Figure 1)
Some of them had health implications:
«Бутылка молока нейтрализует яд трёх папирос» “A Bottle of
Milk Neutralizes the Poison of Three Cigarettes” (Figure 2)

Figure 1. “Drink Natural Juice”
http://www.esoonline.ru/kollekciya_reklamy
udachnye_primery_reklamy_skoro/pri
mery_retroreklamy_staraya_reklama/
(accessed September 28, 2017)

Figure 2. “A Bottle of Milk Neutralizes the
Poison of Three Cigarettes”
http://pulson.ru/istoriya-i-retro/etiketkina-spichechnyih-korobkah-v-sssr-60foto.html (accessed September 28, 2017)

Very common were Soviet propaganda posters with slogans like:
«Народ и партия едины» “People and the Party are United!”; «Вперёд к
победе коммунизма!» “Forward to the Victory of Communism!”; or
«Политику партии одобряем!» “We Support the Party Policy!”
The texts of such advertisements contained propaganda slogans or
citations from the speeches of party leaders or Communist Party
documents. Very often posters of this type contained famous quotations,
such as the one from Vladimir Mayakovsky’s poem: «Ленин жил, Ленин
жив, Ленин будет жить!» “Lenin lived, Lenin lives, Lenin will always
live!”
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3. Post- Soviet advertising
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, political, economic, and cultural
changes occurred in Russia. In the mid-1990s, as the Russian market
economy was beginning to develop, the advertising market also was in
the early stages of development. The situation changed in the 2000s.
Advertising became one of the main factors that now affects and forms
the nature of post-Soviet media.
The Russian advertising industry has become competitive in the
worldwide advertising market. The volume of advertising in 2004 and in
2005 allowed Russia to take first place in Eastern Europe. According to
the The AdEx Benchmark report, it is among the first four largest
advertising markets in the world today («Россия занимает 4 место в
мире по объемам рекламного рынка» (http://www.astera.ru/news/?id=119835).
Although the advertising market in Russia is relatively young, it
is well developed and demonstrates global and national features.
Nowadays, in the time of globalization, advertising all over the world
acquires certain common features (e.g., the ads should be persuasive,
short, catchy, funny, and appealing to the audience). Advertisements in
many countries are now under the influence of global advertising
discourse, the English language, and, quite often, American values. This
is true for Russian advertising as well.
As a result of the growing market economy, globalization, and the
influx of many western European and American chain stores and
companies into the Russian market, commercial signage and
advertisements in Russia became overloaded with foreign loans. The
influx of foreign names reached its peak in the early nineties, particularly
in Moscow, the capital and the center of Russian business. Foreign names
are still widely seen on the city streets. Interestingly, some commercial
names are spelled as in the original language, with Latin characters, some
are transliterated into Cyrillic, and in some signs, English and Russian
are intertwined. The orthographic presentation of English words in
Cyrillic is often observed in the names of stores, supermarkets, and
restaurants. Examples of this kind include Бэби бум, Oл! Гуд (names of
stores), Вест Тревел (a chain of travel agencies), Мюзик Таун (a bar), Aй
лав кейк, Кофе Хауз (cafés), and О’Кей (a supermarket). In some cases, a
combination of words from two different languages is blended in one
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name: Das Колбаs (a café in Saratov), Воокафе (a café in Moscow), Пар
House (a sauna in Saratov, utilizing пар “steam”), and ГрибоедовHill (a
restaurant in St. Petersburg). In advertising slogans, sometimes
individual letters of the English alphabet can be found in Russian words:
ВыRozzi себя (a boutique of fur products “Rozzi”), Сотовый салон
“Mobeliзация,”(cellular phone salon) Zапчасти КамаZ - Zаглавная буква
Вашего биzнеса (an advertisement of KAMAZ automobile parts).
Language mixing is also apparent in Russian TV commercials, where
English often serves as a marker of Westernization, modernization,
innovation, and prestige (Ustinova and Bhatia 2005).
Globalization has increased dramatically in the twenty-first
century. As a result, many advertising companies worldwide employ an
international approach to advertising, since many products have truly
universal use and message context. Global standardization in marketing
(standard brands, packaging, distribution in global market) leads to
standardization in advertising. The opposite strategy to standardization
is localization. A much-discussed topic in global marketing and in
advertising is the choice between global and local, whether to take
advantage of the economic benefits of standardized production or to
accommodate local consumer needs and habits for better effectiveness (de
Mooij 2014, 5). In accordance with the localization strategies, to achieve
success in local markets, it is necessary to design specific advertising
programs, taking into consideration cultural differences, making the
advertised product linguistically and culturally appropriate to the local
consumer (Hite and Fraser 1990; Cavusgil et al. 1993; Kanso and Nelson
2002).
Russian advertising differs in many ways from European or
American advertising, and these differences are determined by
sociocultural factors. The post-Soviet period has inevitably accelerated
Western influences on Russian society. However, some typically Russian
paradoxical tendencies are apparent. “Western ideas seem to penetrate
Russian society very quickly, yet at the same time ancient Russian
traditions and patriotic thinking are experiencing a renaissance” (Alapuro
et al, 2012,xiii). Foreign advertising in Russia is tapping into Russian
cultural values. “Not only do borrowing and assimilation, interaction
between the Own and the Alien, constitute a venerable tradition in
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Russian culture; the Russians also have a peculiar way of building from
this the Third, something in between” (Alapuro et al. 2012, xiii).
Michael Gorham, discussing opinions about the Russian
language in the post-Soviet period, observed that after a time of language
changes, starting from PERESTROIKA, the momentum shifted toward a
more purist view (Gorham 2001, 614–29). Purism, which became more
apparent in marketing within the last decade, is explicit in the tendency
to use more extensively the resources of the Russian language and culture
in commercial discourse. Gorham says that “the purist voice was
somewhat restricted in scope in the early post-Soviet years, given the lack
of attention it received from the state and the mass media” (2006, 21),
whereas in recent theoretical writings on language and national identity
“the ‘constructed’ nature of this kind of purist discourse has become
almost axiomatic” (2006, 23). He points out that “the ambiguity of the
Russian purists claimed ‘authenticity’ is perhaps nowhere more exposed
than in the world of post-Soviet marketing, where the traditional
language and culture are invoked.” (2006, 24).
When foreign ads first appeared on Russian television, their
foreignness was a part of their attraction; advertised foreign products
were popular because they were a novelty. Soon after, advertising
agencies began to realize that the Russian market required its own
strategic approach. Western ads did not have the same attractive power
and were not a guarantee of success. It became apparent that Russians
place much greater emphasis on cultural references in their advertising
than their Western counterparts do.
In 1996, and especially in 1997, “restructuring,” “reorganization,”
“emphasis on creativity,” and “finding the way” became new mottos in
Russian advertising circles as “the country’s leading agencies were
gripped in a fever of renewed competition” (Tretyak 2001, 194). This
reaction stemmed from the period when many international advertising
agencies were working in the Russian market. To get positive reactions
from consumers and to make new Russian brands popular, a new kind of
attractive and memorable style and wording in advertising had to be
developed, sometimes without even a real connection to a particular
brand or name of a producer. Finding words and linguistic constructions
that could become popular among consumers in their everyday language
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has become a new and successful method in the Russian advertising
industry. The national factor plays a significant role in the creation of
Russian advertising. The use of elements of national culture, folklore, and
national traditions always has the desired impact on the audience and
contributes to a positive perception of the advertised goods and services.
4. Russian folklore in advertising
A distinguishing feature of Russian advertising is the use of quotations
and citations, such as Russian proverbs, folklore, and fairy tales in which
Russian products are advertised with a specific explication of
“Russianness.” Russian proverbs can be used in their original way, such
as «В родном доме и каша гуще» “In your own home even porridge tastes
better” (Figure 3) and «Научилась щи варить, можно замуж выходить»
“Now that you’ve learned how to cook cabbage soup, you can get
married” (Figure 4).

Figure 3.
“In your own home even porridge tastes
better”
http://pandia.ru/text/78/061/5163.ph

(accessed September 28, 2017)

Figure 4.
“Now that you’ve learned how to cook
cabbage soup, you can get married”
http://olegmakarov.livejournal.com/
608456.html (accessed September 28,
2017)
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Often proverbs and famous Russian sayings are paraphrased in
texts of advertisements, as in the following examples:

Figure 5. “It is not the gift that counts, but your logo placement on it”
http://subscribe.ru/digest/marketing/design/n613328739.html
(accessed April 10, 2017)

“It is not the gift that counts, but your logo placement on it” (a
paraphrased saying: «Дорог не подарок, дорого внимание» “It’s the thought
that counts, not the gift”) (Figure 5); «Не имей сто рублей, а имей
годовое обслуживание» “Don’t have one hundred rubles, have a one
year service” (an advertisement of an insurance company; a paraphrased
proverb «Не имей сто рублей, а имей сто друзей» “Don’t have one
hundred rubles, but have one hundred friends”); «Одна голова хорошо, а
две креативно» “Two heads are more creative than one” (a slogan of an
advertising company emphasizing its creativity; a paraphrased proverb
«Одна голова хорошо, а две лучше» “Two heads are better than one.”)
The use of proverbs adds a specific expressiveness to the text. It
makes the text recognizable, stylistically colored, and culturally unique.
The transformation of the proverbs and the replacement of words allow
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emphasis of a word or a phrase in the text that is more important for
pragmatic purposes.
Fairy tales are especially suitable for creating a perfect world of
desire and wish fulfillment in the minds of consumers. To assure a desired
communication with their readers and viewers, Russian advertisers use
commonly known and recognizable fairy tales and fairy tale characters.
For example, in the TV commercial for a Russian store Берёзка, in which
they sell gold jewelry, viewers can see the three characters Ilya Muromets,
Dobrynya Nikitich, and Aliosha Popovich, who are at a crossroads deciding
which way to go (just as in the image of the famous Russian painter
Vasnetsov) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ0tIZLK6k).
Some more examples include the following: «Налево пойдёшь, к
бусурманам попадёшь» “If you go left you’ll find enemies,” «Направо
пойдёшь, денег не хватит» “If you go right, you will not have enough
money to purchase anything,” and «Прямо пойдёшь, и золото Русское
найдёшь!» “If you go straight ahead, you’ll find gold, Russian gold!” (the
third knight especially emphasized “Russian”). The citation from a
Russian fairy tale (transformed for the commercial), the characters’
costumes, Russian folk music, a snowy Russian winter—all of these make
the advertisement Russian, highlighting, on the one hand, the Russian
product (of which the consumers need to be proud), and, on the other
hand, Russian folklore itself. The ad promotes a national product and
evokes the feeling of national pride and self-esteem (“We are Russian! We
have our own Russian gold of which we can be proud.”).
Fairy tales often used in commercials are based on a plot in which
a hero finds himself in a difficult situation, and a magical creature or
device (which is the advertised product or service) helps to overcome the
difficulties. Fairy-tale characters, such as Baba Yaga, Ivan Tsarevich, and
Vasilisa the Beautiful, are used to advertise various products and services,
sometimes
even
banks
that
can
offer
mortgage
loans
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMVv5VM1pEs). The popularity of
fairy tales in Russian commercials can be related to the features of the
Russian national character and mentality—the belief of the Russian
people in the miracle that positive changes in life may happen by
themselves without any effort, and that vital problems in life can be
resolved quickly (Кasiyanova 1994, 167). Watching such commercials can
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help people distance themselves from everyday problems and immerse
themselves in a fairy tale fantasy where good always triumphs over evil.

5. References to Russian history in advertising
Of special interest are advertisements with a reference to Russian history
and its imperial past in which tsars and national heroes of
prerevolutionary Russia are represented.
Representation of the past is an excellent source for Russian
advertising for several reasons. First of all, history is attractive to many
people. Secondly, the plot based on a historic event is recognizable, with
no need for extra explanations; sometimes it is enough to use just one
word or one name. Thirdly, the status of the historic material contributes
to the advertisement credibility. Finally, mentioning history helps to
evoke sentiments of patriotism and pride about the glorified Russian past.
A good example of such an advertisement, especially popular in the
1990s, is a series of commercials promoting the Russian bank “Imperial.”
In one of them, Peter the Great is presented as a strong leader who
manages to guide the country the right way and develop the marine
industry in Russia. In overcoming many difficulties, he turns Russia into
a powerful empire (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFev9EsbziY)
The commercial is accompanied by the following text:
Россия! Конец 17-го века. Нет промышленности, нет торговли,
нет выхода к морю. Осенью года 1692 царь ехал к озеру
Переяславскому. Там, вдали от моря строился флот. Через месяц
первые корабли по суше волоком доставлены были на Белое море.
Неожиданно для всей Европы Россия стала морской державой.
Пётр Первый. Всемирная история. Банк «Империал»!
Russia! The end of the 17th century. No trade, no access to the sea. In the
fall of 1692, the tsar was on his way to Pereiaslavskoe Lake. There, far
from the sea, Russian ships were being built. In a month the first ships
with great difficulty were delivered over the land to the White Sea.
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Unexpectedly for all of Europe, Russia became a marine state. Peter the
First. World History. Bank “Imperial”!
The message of the advertisement is most likely to trust the bank
“Imperial” as people trusted the leader of the Great Empire. It also
inspires the audience with the feeling that Russia will become strong and
powerful again no matter the odds. The reference to the past, glorifying
prerevolutionary times when Russia was a powerful empire, is aimed
here not so much at the promotion of the advertised product but toward
inspiring the audience with a sense of patriotism and pride that they
belong to a great country. The ad helps the audience reevaluate the past,
understand the present, feel hope for a better future. While analyzing
Russian TV commercials with reference to Russian history, Kratasiuk
writes:
«История в российской рекламе отражает не только проблему
видения себя во времени, но и попытки создать перспективу,
единый образ нации и поэтому прошлое в рекламе
идеологизировано и гротескно одновременно » (Кратасюк
2006, 218)
“History in Russian advertising reflects not only the problem of
seeing itself in time, but also the attempts to create a perspective, a
single image of the nation and therefore the past in advertising is
ideologized and grotesque at the same time.”
History is more often presented in TV commercials, usually in the
form of a series, such as in video clips advertising the Russian beers
Сибирская корона (Siberian Crown), Балтика (Baltika), Три богатыря
(Three Heroes), ПИТ (PIT), and advertisements of the lottery Честная
игра (An Honest Game). Images of Russian national heroes Три Богатыря
(Three Heroes; Figure 6), Александр Невский (Alexander Nevsky; Figure
7), and Князь Новгородский (Prince of Novgorod) can be seen in logos and
labels symbolizing respect for traditional Russian products, their high
quality, and authenticity. They are also used in political advertisements
(Figure 7, the logo of the party «Защитники Отечества» (Defenders of
Motherland).
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Not only do advertisements of national products present the preSoviet past in a positive light, representation of the Soviet past is also
used with positive connotations. For example, in a TV commercial for a
Russian juice with the brand name «Moя семья» (My Family), we see a
happy Russian family in an apartment furnished in the style of the Soviet
period
as
in
Soviet
films
of
the
1960s–1970s
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-V2UIa9LXNI). The atmosphere
created in the ad may evoke sentimental feelings of nostalgia for the
stability of Soviet times. The quotations that the viewers hear in some
commercials remind them of famous Soviet films (e.g., «После сорока
жизнь только начинается!» “It is after 40 that your life begins!”— a quote
from the film “Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears” and «Думайте сами,
решайте сами.” “It is up to you to decide what to do.”—a phrase from a
famous song in the Soviet film “The Irony of Fate” used in the
advertisement of a bus tour around Europe).

Figure 6. “Brewed Russian Style”
http://nubo.ru/pavel_egorov/new301.html
(accessed September 28, 2017)

Figure7. “Invincible Rus (Russia)”
http://vppzo.ru/category/video-sbornik
(accessed April 5, 2017)

At the same time, we see the use of images, ads, and slogans from
the Soviet era presented in contemporary ads in a humorous way. Parody,
humor, and sarcasm about the ads of the Soviet past help to achieve the
desired effect—to make the ad funny and to catch the consumer’s
attention. Political slogans from the past have been reused in modern-day
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advertisements to add humor. For example, «Ленин жив» (“Lenin lives”),
«У Ильича » (“at Ilyich’s”; Ilyich is Lenin’s patronymic name), СССР
(“USSR”) and Революция (“Revolution”) can now be seen as names for
pubs and restaurants. Images of Lenin and Stalin are used in ads in an
amusing way (see Figure 8 and Figure 9).

Figure 8. “Don’t stand with your arm outstretched, reserve a taxi to get home!”
https://twitter.com/LyudaLa/status/570556445130919936 (accessed
September 28, 2017)

Figure 9. “Corruption? Never heard of it. CPRF (Communist Party of the Russian
Federation). Proven recipes to fight corruption”. http://polit.reactor.cc/post/789990
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(also see: https://kprf.ru/rus_soc/93741.html ) (accessed September 28, 2017)

6. The use of quotations from Russian literature
The use of poetry and quotations from literature is another interesting
phenomenon that makes Russian advertising culturally unique. Using
classical literature to appeal to consumers, advertisers try to relate
products to the reliability proven by generations. For example, the famous
poem of Alexander Blok «Ночь, улица, фонарь, аптека . . .» “Night, street,
street-light, drugstore” (written in 1912) was skillfully used in the
advertisement for the Russian MTC cell phone company
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QON2GZuZRNo).
This
TV
commercial has a plot in the form of a story: A student is taking an exam
and wants to cite the poem by Alexander Blok in his essay, but he cannot
remember all the lines. He calls his friend, who dictates the poem to him
on his cell phone. The words of the poem fly through the air and reach the
student, and he successfully finishes his essay. The advertisement ends
with the words: «Мы делаем всё, чтобы ни одно слово не потерялось!” (“We
do all we can so that not a single word will be lost!”)
The devaluation of the ruble as a result of the economic crisis in Russia
and the current EU-US imposed economic sanctions propelled a rapid
switch from imports to home-produced products. The Russian
advertising industry began to promote Russian products, but unlike other
countries, which have their share of “buy homegrown” advertising,
Russian products “have become increasingly associated with
propositions about Russian national identity in its broadest sense”
(Morris 2005, 643). A good example of such advertisements is a series of
TV commercials for the Russian tea «Майский чай» in which classical
Russian music and literature are artfully combined. The commercials
were released in 2014, which was announced as the Year of Culture in
Russia. In one of the commercials, we see Russian poet Alexander Pushkin
with his family in their home drinking tea. Their nice cozy room is lit with
candles on a quiet evening, and we can hear the music to famous Aram
Khachaturian’s ballet “Masquerade.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mdLIUhMXTI)
The advertisement is accompanied by text from Pushkin’s
“Eugene Onegin”:
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Смеркалось, на столе блистая,
Шипел вечерний самовар,
Китайский чайник нагревая;
Над ним клубился легкий пар.
Разлитый Ольгиной рукою,
По чашкам темною струею
Уже душистый чай бежал,
И сливки мальчик подавал.
It grew quite dark. On the table gleaming
There hissed the evening samovar,
The Chinese tea-pot on top was steaming.
Above it a billowing cloud rose far.
’Neath Olga’s hand, the ritual knowing,
Into each cup dark tea went flowing,
The fragrant brew poured on in a stream,
And a serving foot-boy added the cream.
The beautiful music and poetry accompanying tea-drinking
people creates an image of a warm home atmosphere in which Pushkin’s
family is happy. The advertisement ends with the words: «Александр
Пушкин. Российская классика. Майский чай. Нам есть чем гордиться,
нам есть что любить!» (“Alexander Pushkin. Russian classical literature.
Maiskii chai. We have much to be proud of and love!”).
«Вкуснее чая не видал!» (“I haven't seen a tastier tea!”) ─ the boy in the
advertisement exclaims.

Figure 10.

Figure 11.

We have much to be proud of and love!” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqRH31Sgvn0
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(accessed September 28, 2017)

The words pусский (“Russian”), Россия (“Russia”), Русский
характер (“Russian character”), своё (“our own”), наше (“our”), русское
(“Russian”), and Вместе мы сила (“Together we are strong”) are more
often used in Russian advertising discourse now than in any previous
time. These words, the utilized images, and emotive slogans are used to
promote not only the advertised products, but also Russian identity,
Russian culture, and the literature of which Russian people should be
proud.
7. Everything Russian
Russian iconicity is also apparent in advertisements for products and
services that are not even native. For example, in a commercial for
McDonalds restaurants in Russia, emphasis is placed on the fact that 85%
of the products supplied to these restaurants is grown in Russia. The text
of the commercial states:
В каждом из Вас живет путешественник, первооткрыватель, на
худой конец, турист. Шум поезда звучит для вас как музыка. Вас
тянет в дальние края, Вы хотите заглянуть за горизонт,
всматриваетесь в звездное небо, и мечтаете побывать и там. Но
когда речь заходит о еде, Вы выбираете близкое, родное. Вот почему
мы закупаем 85% продукции у российских поставщиков, потому
что Вам это важно. Макдональдс.
In each of you a traveler, a pioneer, at worst, a tourist lives. The noise of
the train sounds like music to you. You are drawn to faraway places, you
want to see what is beyond the horizon, peer into the starry sky, and even
dream of visiting there. But when it comes to eating, you choose what is
familiar and dear to you. That is why we purchase 85% of our products
from Russian suppliers, because it is important for you. McDonalds.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ub-iysviriY).
The pride and admiration for homegrown agricultural products is
also observed in a TV commercial for Lay’s chips. In it, viewers see a
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farmer driving a tractor in a potato field while eating Lay’s chips saying:
«Вкусно-то как! Узнаю свою картошечку!» (“It tastes so good! I recognize
my potatoes!”). His words are followed by the comment: “Чипсы Лейс
готовятся только из российской картошки, потому они такие породному вкусные. Каждый день вкуснее с Lay’s!” (“Lay’s chips are made
only from Russian potatoes and that is why they are so natively delicious.
Every day is tastier (happier) with Lay’s!”).
Russian iconicity in advertising national products may sometimes
even intertwine with an animosity toward foreign products. We can see
this, for example, in the commercials and posters of Russian Квас Никола
(Kvass Nikola). (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ohAPtqniFs)

Figure 12. “Kvass is not Cola, Drink
Nikola!”

Figure 13.“For Kvass! No to
Colanization!”

https://www.yaplakal.com/forum2/st/50
/topic807217.html (accessed September
28, 2017)

http://mediarevolution.ru/advertiser
/brands/769.html (accessed
September 28, 2017)

The main idea of the Kvass Nikola commercials and posters is to
warn consumers that the imported Western “synthetic” soft drinks like
Pepsi and Coca-Cola products, which flooded the Russian market, are
harmful to consumers’ health and that their excessive supply in the
Russian market leads, in fact, to a “colonization” of Russia by American
culture. As a healthy alternative, the naturally fermented Russian grain
beverage Kvass is proposed in the advertisements. The use of the Russian
flag in the poster and the word play in the text («коланизация» or
“colonization”), both in the TV commercials and in the posters, are
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expected to evoke patriotic emotions, but they provoke a feeling of
animosity. Fortunately, the Russian Federal Antimonopoly Service
(Федеральная антимонопольная служба, ФАС) banned the
commercials on the grounds that they violated the federal law “On
Advertising” due to their incorrect comparison of the advertised product
with the products of other manufacturers and the use of negative images
in the commercials (http://www.newsru.com/russia/17aug2007/nikola.html).
Soft drinks like Coca-Cola and Pepsi products produced in Russia did not
lose their popularity. They are widely advertised in Russian commercials
enticing the audience to consume (e.g., Сосa Cola! «Вливайся в
Олимпийские игры» “Coca Cola! Join the Olympic games!”,
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itlVpdjWE40);
«Спрайт!
Живи
жаждой!
“Sprite!
Live
Your
Thirst!”,
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqXAU46iexU).
Interestingly, in these types of commercials, we more often see
young Russian people advertising the products. The commercials are
usually short and often accompanied by Russian rap. This is most likely
because younger consumers are more attuned to changes in lifestyle.
8. Social advertising
Social advertising is another type of Russian advertising in which
marketing techniques are effectively applied to the promotion of social
objectives, such as concern about the future of the country, the future of
the Russian language, concern about Russian national identity, and the
promotion of brotherhood, family planning, safe driving, etc.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, when totalitarian concepts
and ideas were increasingly questioned and criticized, social advertising,
which was appealing to human values such as people’s honesty,
brotherhood, love and respect of family, etc., became especially welcomed
and important. These types of advertisements were used to fill in the gaps
formed as a result of communist deideologization. They take great
importance in the life of contemporary Russian society, and social
advertising campaigns find positive reaction among addressees,
encouraging them to review their attitude toward life. In this context,
quotations play a special role. Being recognized and stylistically
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emphatic, quotations can easily be memorized and can effectively serve
the purpose of attracting attention.
Among important issues that Russian society is concerned about
is the future of the Russian language, which has undergone the infusion
of foreignisms. In his speech to the Presidential Council on Inter-ethnic
Relations on February 19, 2013, Russian president Vladimir Putin
declared that the Russian language is “the fundamental basis of the unity
of the country” (“фундаментальной основой единства страны является
русский язык”). It should be noted that a federal proclamation “The
Russian Language for 2011–2015” was issued by the government of the
Russian Federation with a view of strengthening the status of the Russian
language
in
the
country
and
worldwide
(http://www.odnako.org/blogs/putin-o-rossiyskoy-identichnosti-irusskom-yazike/).
Figure 14 is an example of a social advertisement that reminds
Russian citizens about the greatness of the Russian language and the
importance of taking care of it.

Figure 14. “And we will preserve you, Russian speech...”
http://www.1soc.ru/news/view/2158 (accessed September 28, 2017)

And we will preserve you, Russian speech,
The great Russian word.
We will keep you free and pure,
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And pass you on to our grandchildren,
free from bondage forever!
—Anna Akhmatova
Among other concerns most often addressed in Russian social
advertising are the following: (1) a positive attitude toward family
(parent-child relations): «Они выросли и забыли своих родителей. А вы
помните? Позвоните родителям.» (“They grew up and forgot their
parents. Do you remember? Call your parents.”); (2) a positive attitude
toward children in the family: «Чтобы вырастить цветок, нужно много
сил. Дети не цветы, подарите им больше любви.» (“To grow a flower, you
need much effort. Children are not flowers, give them more love.”); (3) a
positive attitude toward life: «Это пчелы. За них все решила жизнь. Мы
же строим свою жизнь сами. Не бойтесь перемен.» (“These are bees. They
don’t have to take decisions in life. We build our own life ourselves. Do
not be afraid of changes.”); (4) the effects of alcoholism; (5) the need for
safe driving, and (6) the reasons for paying taxes (Shershukova 2011, 160–
63).
9. Conclusions
Russian advertising discourse is an inseparable part of contemporary
Russian society and presents not only information about products and
services, encouraging customers to obtain them, but it also contains a
certain kind of ideological code and constructs a social and cultural world
where high self-esteem, success, and the feeling of Russianness are the
most important values.
The reference in advertising to Russian history, in particular to the
times of imperial Russia, which was especially common in the 1990s when
Russia was in the initial stages of the development of a market economy,
can be viewed as an attempt to remind the addressees that Russia is a
powerful empire with a great potential for a better future.
The current economic situation in Russia, and the sanctions
imposed by the EU and the US, have motivated a rapid switch in the
Russian economy from imports to home-produced products, which are
advertised with special pride by using slogans that reference Russian
national identity and cultural uniqueness.
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A high volume of citations, play on words, irony, and sarcasm
about the Soviet past are skillfully used in the texts of Russian
advertisements to make them funny, attention-catching, and original. The
use of citations from Russian folklore, literature, and pop art presents a
specific transfer of one type of discourse to another, creating a certain
form of intertextuality that lends a stylistic coloring, expressiveness, and
trustworthiness in the text message.
The choice of quotations, the wording and textual creativity in
Russian advertisements, combined with the visual representation of the
message are aimed at stimulating associations and enhancing their
memorability and originality.
A sociolinguistic analysis of Russian advertising discourse presents an
interesting and fascinating area of research. As this article demonstrates,
a multifaceted study of Russian advertising reveals embedded social,
cultural, and political implications.
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Lynne DeBenedette, William J. Comer, Alla Smyslova, Jonathan
Perkins, Mezhdu nami. Lawrence, KS: Ermal Garinger Academic
Resource
Center
at
the
University
of
Kansas.
http://www.mezhdunami.org, 2016.
Lynne DeBenedette, William J. Comer, Alla Smyslova, Mezhdu
nami: Rabota v auditorii (Classroom Activities, Units 1–5 and
Units 6–9). Lawrence, KS: Ermal Garinger Academic Resource
Center at the University of Kansas, 2015.
William J.Comer, Lynne DeBenedette, Alla Smyslova, Mezhdu
nami: Domashnie zadaniia (Homework Assignments, Units 1–5
and Units 6–9). Lawrence, KS: Ermal Garinger Academic Resource
Center at the University of Kansas, 2015-2016.
Между нами marks a new and quite remarkable approach to the teaching
and learning of Russian. In place of the typical print textbook series is an
online text that also incorporates some aspects of more traditional Russian
language textbooks. Indeed, this is perhaps the first time that a Russian
language textbook for the North American market has provided students
with an entry point that is nearly entirely in an online format. As the
authors state, “Между нами is a free, web-based textbook that provides a
comprehensive introduction to Russian language and culture. It is
organized around the experiences of four American students, each
spending the academic year in a different Russian city. Their interactions
with host families, roommates, fellow students and teachers create a
universe of contextualized information that motivates the use of the target
language in the classroom.”
Already adopted by a number of North American universities and
schools, Между нами is an online textbook for elementary-level Russian.
The “book” contains nine units plus an epilogue, all of which are
thematically organized and follow a storyline. From a menu at the top of
the page, one can navigate to any unit relatively easily. Once one selects a
unit, a drop-down menu opens, offering links to the goals for that lesson.
Underneath the goals, numbered subsections (sort of like mini-chapters;
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for example, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, etc.) are listed for each unit. These subsections
contain the content for the unit, such as readings, dialogues, multiplechoice comprehension checks, and grammar explanations. Finally, below
the subsections one can find the unit’s vocabulary list in PDF form.
One can manipulate content within a given subsection by
consulting a mini-menu on the left side of the screen. For most units one
sees the following categories: Текст (texts and dialogues), Вы всё поняли?
(multiple-choice comprehension checks), and Немного о языке
(grammar and vocabulary explanation). In Unit 1, there is also a section
introducing students to reading Russian words (Читаем по-русски).
Also, near the top of each page one sees another menu, which contains
links to the website’s vocabulary (Словарь); audio files for each unit
(Аудио+); charts for noun case usage, declension, conjugation,
prepositions в and на, and spelling rules (Таблицы); and a list of all
grammatical topics in each unit (Где найти).
Navigating all these features takes some getting used to. In some
ways it almost seems as though there are too many options, though young
users will likely be quicker to figure things out than their older teachers.
Another observation is that the black-and-white drawings of the
characters featured in the dialogues and readings are not always attractive
renderings. In fact, many younger students find them to be “awkward,”
“weird,” or even “a bit scary.” Perhaps the drawings seem even less
impressive when compared to the excellent color photographs found
elsewhere on the website. (The color photos of Russian foods in Unit 7, for
example, are outstanding and really give students a good idea of what
these foods look like.)
These concerns are minor, though, and do not detract from the
contributions this publication makes to the field. The featured dialogues
and readings are quite good. They are level-appropriate and complement
and highlight the grammar, vocabulary, and themes featured. The
dialogues and readings can also be listened to via high-quality
Soundcloud audio files, as can many of the words and structures found
in the Немного о языке sections of each unit. Grammar is treated in a
straightforward fashion, allowing motivated, independent students to
learn much on their own; however, teacher guidance and explanations
might prove helpful, as in any setting, particularly with younger (precollege) learners. Fortunately, in addition to the “Getting Started” and
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“Contents” sections found on the main page, the authors have included a
section called “For Teachers,” which includes lots of helpful hints on how
to use the materials. The authors provide the instructor with assistance
under headings such as “Program Components,” “Student Outcomes,”
“Methodological Approach,” and “Course Planning.” There is also an
electronic teacher’s supplement available upon request.
Nearly all K–16 students depend on information that is easily and
quickly accessible. At the same time, it is incumbent on educators to assist
students in accessing information that is truthful and accurate. This is
where the authors’ approach to their new series really shows their
understanding of how our students will actually choose to find and digest
information that is helpful to their learning. In addition to the Между
нами web-based materials, there are also PDFs of workbooks that
accompany the online series, which students can print out or purchase
(and this is highly recommended). The Работа в аудитории/Classroom
Activities books come in two (relatively thin) volumes, one to accompany
Units 1–5 and the other to accompany Units 6–9. These are intended for
classroom instruction and contain a variety of useful activities,
including—but not limited to—listening exercises, matching tasks, cloze
exercises, fact-checking tasks, identification activities, verb-conjugation
challenges, and grammatical case fill-ins. What is more, given that today’s
young learners are often loath to haul heavy textbooks to and from class,
there are two separate volumes devoted to Домашние
задания/Homework Assignments, which can be left at home. These are
similar to the “Classroom Activities” books and allow for additional
practice, repetition, revision, and eventually a better understanding of
how Russian works.
The most prominent strength of the Между нами series is its
devotion to practice; that is a need identified by the authors as often
unmet by more typical print textbook series. Many textbooks offer much
to recommend them, and we are fortunate in our field to have some very
strong series. However, the authors of Между нами understand that
students require much more practice and opportunity for repetition and
revision than most typical texts provide. Results of field-testing and the
experiences of schools and universities currently using the text indicate
that nearly all students enjoy using the workbooks, and students
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appreciate the fact that the workbook exercises reach a wide variety of
learning styles and needs.
Both the “Classroom Activities” and the “Homework
Assignments” books have plenty of very practical activities. Additionally,
the “Homework Assignments” book offers helpful “Strategy Tips”—
principally at the beginning of larger essay assignments—which feature
ideas on how to use the language, why one should not rely on Internet
translations, and so forth. This is really useful and is something not
always found in other textbooks.
Writing a textbook, it seems, is sort of like running for political
office: you have to believe in yourself, offer others something they need,
put yourself “out there,” and be fully committed to the chosen task. One
can sense the dedication of the authors to this project; there is so much
they have thought of and very little of which they did not. They are to be
commended for offering the foreign language profession an excellent new
option for learning Russian.
Jim Sweigert
Charles Carroll Middle School

Benjamin Rifkin, Evgeny Dengub, Susanna Nazarova, Panorama:
Intermediate Russian Language and Culture. Washington DC:
Georgetown University Press, 2017. Index. 460 pages.
Every time a new Russian textbook is released, it raises similar
expectations among both experienced and new teachers: Would this
textbook make my teaching life easier? The hope is even more anxious when
the textbook is designed to help students move from intermediate to
advanced proficiency, a challenging task that needs more published
teaching materials. Panorama is a textbook meant to respond to this market
need.
Panorama is organized on thematic principle. Its 16 chapters are
various and can be taught in any sequence: образование, социальные
сети, преступление и наказание, здравоохранение, религия,
внешность, город, семья, диалог культур, гендерные отношения,
богатые и бедные, творчество, окружающая среда, герои
современности, работа, путешествие и туризм. The choice of topics is
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diverse and innovative with the themes of social media, societal aspects
of crime and punishment, religious denominations, images of heroes and
role models, many of which are new to Russian language textbooks and
will be extremely helpful for instructors longing to stay current in class
content. The common and traditional topics (like, образование, семья)
are also covered in innovative formats (Facebook posts) or presented in
an original way (for example, through a discussion on effective ways of
child upbringing in a single-parent family). Each topic is supplied with a
basic thematic vocabulary and, in some cases, with new colloquial
neologisms (like твитнуть, пиарить, лайкнуть, widely accepted by
young Russian social media users), and in this way Panorama is truly
relevant and innovative. The authors give instructors a lot of freedom
with selection of chapters, texts and also with the choice of fundamental
concepts of Russian grammar meant for reviewing and supply only two
recommendations: start with chapter 1 (focused on reviewing the basics
of Russian grammar) and teach unprefixed verbs of motion (chapter 15)
before prefixed ones (chapter 16). The modular approach to the textbook's
design will allow instructors to skip back and forth and cover the
materials in any order. From this perspective, Panorama will prove highly
beneficial for courses that focus primarily on expanding students’ cultural
literacy. The flexibility of topics adoptions, grammar presentation and
texts selections allow for implementing the book content in focused and
intensive courses. Panorama will be helpful in courses aimed at improving
language production skills in deliberation on current affairs or up-to-date
topics, a highly desirable ability at the advanced level.
Panorama is full of ideas for student activities in the classroom,
including more traditional oral and written exercises, discussion topics,
and texts for reading, and also pioneering tasks. Among the latter are
interview activities designed to engage students in communication with
members of a Russian-speaking community (both in the US and possibly
in Russia via Skype or similar technologies), while also offering the
opportunity for in-class presentations based on interview findings. Each
chapter contains authentic photojournalism images meant to foster
discussion. The textbook also offers summative exercises in different
formats: grammar tests, vocabulary tests, and written essays. Many of
these suggestions and ideas can be obtained through a free Instructor’s
Manual available for download at press.georgetown.edu. Moreover, a
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companion website, the Electronic Workbook for Panorama (sold
separately on books.quia.com), provides online homework exercises on
vocabulary, grammar, listening, and speaking, some of which are
automatically graded in order “to free the instructor from the burdensome
correction of mechanical exercises, thus giving instructors more time to
develop and implement more meaningful and creative classroom
activities” (Preface, p. XX).
Panorama also stands out for including substantial study materials
from different registers and a variety of genres, which should prove
beneficial for advanced learners. The diverse readings embrace blogs,
blog comments, public opinion polls surveys, newspaper articles,
interviews, Russian literary classics, and contemporary nonfiction texts.
Grammar points are explained through examples or exercises drawn from
the Russian National Corpus, as well as through more traditional
proverbs and sayings. Virtually every lesson also contains a poem.
Although a time-saver in many ways, Panorama also presents
some challenges that, in a way, are an extension of its benefits. For one, an
instructor might easily get lost in Panorama’s abundant content and
flexible structure. While this kind of freedom can be liberating for
instructors with adequate experience or interests to warrant it, the lack of
structure also means that Panorama does not provide a planned, lessonby-lesson sequence intended for reaching the next level of proficiency. It
leaves instructors with the task of developing their own course vision,
selecting the lessons, choosing the texts, and minimizing the textbook’s
broad content to fit within limited classroom hours. One might argue that
in departments where graduate students do a significant amount of
teaching and lesson planning, this kind of structure will prove
overwhelming for beginning, inexperienced instructors.
The second challenge is a disparity between the grammar
foundation and the level of skills that needs to be gained. The grammar
covered in Panorama is a review of fundamental concepts typical for the
intermediate level (cases, verbal aspect, verb conjugation, imperatives,
short form adjectives, verbal adverbs, verbs of motion, participles, etc.),
and it essentially replicates the grammar layout of V Puti: Russian
Grammar in Context by Olga Kagan, Frank Miller and Ganna Kudyma
(1996, 2006) or Grammatika v Kontekste: Russian Grammar in Literary Context
by Benjamin Rifkin (1995). Yet the goal of Panorama is to provide students
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with advanced-level proficiency, which presumably requires work on
more complex Russian morphology and syntactic structures (the syntax
of complex sentences and of particular simple sentences, research style
constructions, word formation specifics, lexicological nuances, etc.).
Unfortunately, these portions of the grammar are not the point of the
textbook; and even though some useful hints are scattered throughout
Panorama, digging them out of comprehensive grammar explanations
(like the 11-page explanation of verb conjugation or the 9-page
explanation of nominative case usage) will take additional time on part of
the instructors.
In some parts of the textbook, exercises that require searching for
explanations of culturally-specific details or that rely on innovative online
resources may take up too much valuable in-class or homework time.
Specifically, the practice of searching the Russian Corpus for examples of
multiple uncommon words and collocations (like, подошва Воробьевых
гор, новомученики и исповедники) might distract students’ attention,
rather than focus them on the task. Moreover, in some cases the exercises
from the Corpus seem to mask relatively simple grammatical exercises,
like selecting between the prepositions в оr на (ex. 16, p 158). Furthermore,
some tasks are assigned with little or no preliminary work to facilitate
completion: every lesson usually ends with the assignment of writing a
500-600-word paper in a specific genre (отзыв – письмо – статья в газету
– доклад), with no explanation of Russian composition genre clichés.
Ultimately, an instructor seeking to adopt Panorama will find
plenty of deeply contextualized study materials but should not expect
his/her teaching life to be made instantly easier. Extra time and effort are
needed to adapt its plentiful content to the realities of actual class contact
hours, particularly at advanced levels, and in developing a vision of how
this content could bring students to a higher proficiency level. That being
said, if the content of Panorama matches the course goals, the work is
definitely worthwhile. Overall, the book’s content provides a
commendable platform for advanced language practice and, with
adequate planning and foresight, can serve as a solid basis for classroom
work with students of advanced proficiency.
Irina Six
University of Kansas
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